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is anticipated in only three counties
of the Fifth judicial district in the
special election today to fill the vac-- !
ancy on the supreme court bench
caused by the resignation, of 'Judge
'
John P. Hand of Cambridge.
Keen interest is being manifested i
in Peoria and La Salle counties because of the recent invasion of the
Cook county suffragettes in the in- ACCUSED
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terest of Arthur H. Shay of Streator,
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the progressive candidate. The wom
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marriage alliance consummated here
today inasmuch as it involved neithA
er an American-heirenor a title
of European nobility. The 'bride
'was
Miss Julia Smith, young negress liv- ing in the town of Almagor, and the
bridegroom Prince Madikae G. Cele,
whose father is said to be a high
potentate of the. Zulus in South Afri- RESPITE FROM WORK TO OCCUR
ca.
WHILE SENATE TACKLES
Prince Cele came to" the United
CURRENCY BILL
States about seven years ago, having
heard of the country and its opportun
ities through a missionary in South CONFERENCE WITH UNDERWOOD
Africa. He took his first lesson in
IS PERMITTED TO LAND,
BUT;
TENDER LEAVES TRACK NEAR ungitsn speaking at. the Slater school
A DUTIFUL SON
in Winston-SaTem- ,
MUST LEAVE WHEN LECTURE
.
c, and while PRESIDENT TALKS OVER THE
Berlin, 0ct. 20.The German (;Iwn
STATELINE, MISS., DRAGGING
SITUATION WITH MAJORITY
there learned of Hampton Institute,
TOUR iENDS
prince on Friday last sent a letter
CARS WITH, IT
where
he
went
the next year. ReLEADER
'to th? 7 r.ierh'1 chancellpr declaring
cently he finished a
course
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BECOMES BRIDE OF ZULU' PRINCE
Danville, Va., Oct. 20. Quite out of HOUSE-MAthe ordinary was the international

SOLDIERS KILLED

Cardinal
opening of
the business session of the Catholic
Missionary congress today. The speakers included Archbishop. Bonzano, the
papal delegates; Bishop Schrembs of
Toledo, whose topic was "The Spirit!
of the Congress," and
Archbishop
yuigley of Chicagq.
In his address Archbishop
PRESIDENT REVERSES THE RUL- who is chancellor of the Qulgley, TWENTY-SEVECatholic
MEMBERS
OF
ING OF IMMIGRATION
Church Extension society, said that
COAST ARTILLERY ARE
the object of this congress was "to
THE VICTIMS
lake measures to enlighten as effec
tively as possible other people on the
SHE AGREES TO BE GOOD mission work of the church at home ON
M.
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and abroad."
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court at an early date on constitu
tional grounds, and the women are ASKS FOR DEED TO LAND
opposing the election of both Leslie
n PiitapViaun-land Charles C. Craig, Galesburg, dein-- i ALLEGE 115,000 ACRES ON ORTIZ
GRANT ARE THEIRS BY
ocrat.
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RIGHT
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Kansas City,

FOR MODERATOR
Oct. 20. Three canREPQ8T TO COME' IN SOON didates for
moderator were mention- ARE
!er, the emperor, on the question of
UNDErlKCICTHENT'
At Hampton, Prince Cele mastered
ed prominently by delegates to the naNEW YORK SUFFRAGISTS ENTHU- ;the accession of Prince Ernest Au-j- .OFFICIAL INVFSTiisatiaki
the
' ' "
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wheelwright and blacksmith UPPER BRANCH OF NATIONAL tional council of the
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Congregational TOPEKA COUPLE ALLEGED
SIASTIC WHEN THEY HEAR
CAUSE OF DISASTER
trades
and pained a knowledge of
TO
IS
Brunswick.
church, who arrived here today. The
LAW MAKING BODY EXPECTS
He expressed his regret
THE NEWS
HAVE USED THE MAILS TO
other
arts.
inNow
practical"
UNDER
he
WAY
council, together with the various
that a private letter from him on the
EARLY ACTION
tends to return with his bride to his
DEFRAUD
mission societies, will open its triensubject had been made public, and
native land and together they will en
nial convention Wednesday.
the answer sent to him bv the! Meridian. Miss.. Oct 211 tfw
Washington, Oct. 20. Mrs. Emme-ieai20. President
u"t,UI 10 teaoil
Oct.
Zulus to make
vvdsningtou,
Most of the delegates were reticent
lyu Pankhurst. the militant. British imneriai
'.vnl.iH,. ,, six hndtM h.n,i
Topeka, Kan., Oct.
ti,
"alUral re80,,rces- - They Wilson wrote Represetative
Under- - about their
& Ohio
suffragette, is free to enter the situation had not done much to clear!
choice. Rev. on the heels of a federal indictment
wreckage1"?
train
personal'
troop
cond"cl 8." 1M',h'B campaign j
United
majority leader of the Warren F1. Day of Los Angeles, against Don A. MounDav and T. n
States. The Ellis Island; up the matter as far as he was
Miss., at noon, accord-I- f
,"
wut,c WUrt' expressing tne opinion Charles S. Mills of
AS
a
"l
misboard's order of deportation was re- - cerned.
l"I"a'u"1"'
ing to a telephone
reDort
tM
reaehi
Montclair, N. J., W. MounDay, his wife, on charres nf
tuig
versed today after President Wilson1
.'ity. This renort kaM nil nAiaa
jsionary the prince's expenses will be that the currency bill would be re and Charles R. Brown, D. D., dean iraudulent us of the mails, D. R.
ported to the senate not later than of Yale divinity school of New Haven Hite as
had not been taken out. The same jpaid by Hampton Institute.
had conferred, on the case with Sec-((....
,
m
(
MounDay's chiet counsel tothe
first week in November and pass Conn., were said to have
retary; Wilson and, a hearing had been
fol- day announced the
N ti 95Prt gave the nun.ber of injured at
j Jj
large
filing of suit in
PROFESSOR IS WITNESS
ed after two or three weeks' debate. lowing and it was
uuvmuuu uciuit iiiiimgiaLioii
compredicted one of United States district court of New
"I have had conferences with mem them would succeed Rev.
Plymouth. Mass., Oct. 20
missioner Caminettl.
Nehemiah Mexico against United States Sena
William V, Whitney of the Har- - bers of the senate committee on bank- Victims Taken to Mobile
Boynton of Brooklyn, N. Y., who is tor Thomas B. Catron, wherein MounSecretary Wilson announced at the
Medical schpol was called to IUS and currency, both democrats and not a candidate
conclusion of his conference with the
Mobile, Ala., Oct. 20.
for
Victims of vard
Day seeks the enforcement of a contake the stand today in the trial of republicans," wrote the president
yestei'day's
train
Mrs.
troop
that
wreck
on
Pankhurst
tract for the sale and delivery of
president
the MrS'
would, THE DEPOSED
GOVERNOR
OF
Jennia
Mobile & Ohio railway at Buckatunna,.:
Von, charged with "As a result of these conferences, I
bo admitted on her own recognizance
deed to 115,000 acres of land in the
NEW YORK IS CONFERRING
hl-the
murd"r of
Miss., were brought to Mobile
bnaband, Rear Ad teei coutiuent that a report on the
with the understanding that Bhe
Antonio Ortiz grant, near Las Vegas,
WITH MOOSERS
early
loaay on relief trains. The dead num- miral Joseph G. Eaton,, to recount the bill may be expedited not later than
would depart at the end of her lecNow Mexico, and further asks $500.-00- 0
'
bered 17, most of whom wer mem- result; of his analysis of the organ's the first week in November. Most
ture engagements. No bond was exAlbany, N. Y., Oct. 20. Preparations
damages against the wealthy deDOINGS OF WILSON
bers of the 170th coast artillery. removed from the body of Admiral of the members of the committee
acted.
were completed today for the
fendant
for an alleged conspiracy to
There were 74 seriously injured sol- Eaton.
.' q
with whom I conferred have shown
Secretary Wilson said he and the ure of William Sulzer, private citizen,
the
business of the American
destroy
diers in Mobile hospitals while a numthemselves keenly aware of the dispresident had discussed the question of Albany. It was generally said that
BRYAN AND THE PRESIDENT TOO Sugar Manufacturing and
Refining
of the less seriously hurt were
ber
advantage to the country of any unbefore nightfall he would be on his
briefly.
company, promoted and incorporated
BUSY TO THINK ABOUT
"We agreed" he said, 'that Mrs. way to New York, there to discuss taken to the government hospital at
necessary delay.
by MounDay and his associates. The
AMBASSADOR
"I believe that the action of the
Pankhurst should be admitted on her with the progressive party leaders l ort Morgan.
suit against Senator Catron is espesenate on the bill will follow within
own recognizance. My own reason is, plans for his running for the assembly . Investigation of the cause o'u;'?'? baseu J5'oti"tijfc
cially
Important bIdcb it probablv di- Oct.
20.
Washington,
wreck
continued today. It wk.Hr tion of the governrr
Secretary
and the president feels likewisOi that this fall.
two, or the most, three weeks after
an early .caller at the Wui jrectly outlines the defense to be as- Bryan,
to
neved
have
resulted
..Yen--.-railIfrom
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the report is made. I do not believe
the dethere is naturally
nn element of
Several trucks, lined up in front of
when asked whether he would jBUed by MounDay and his wif
f the locomtive tender, which
doubt as to whether her acts consti- - tW executive mansion, received the
there will be arty attempt to delay its House,
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sides realize that the
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foot
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lv"-ma'
York until Mr. and Mrs. Stilzer find
He;JH of the country awaits tills
"Being admitted on her own
...
'EMILY WiLL
Tha contract with .("'etron for
The known dead are;
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U
nizance, of course, iftshe violates any apartments. Meanwhile they plan to
L0
of
in
nation,
impatient
tatendT
being
kept
PRIVATE
purchase
JOB
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of
115,000
LEBKR, One Hnnof
of our laws we have two remedies, make their home in a hotel.
and
Milwaukee,1 Wis., Oct. 20. The iden-tit- suspense,
displays a most public
p,.p.-,ir,,,
,
whichj was offered for sale by the
Ml'B"ueul company,
Our courts may pass on her acts or
In the executive chamber the last!
of the woman who was
)
'
spirited desire to dispose of it Lo
strangled
PRIVATE
ERNKST
MounDays is one of the issues in
we may deport her. There being the of the personal letter files, books and
PAQUETTE, late last night with her own silk promptly. The passage of the b.,1 is
,
a
had e
Tlul,tIre'I Seventieth company,
it when
by the government for
it was nre- element of doubt as to whether moral papers of the former governor were
scarf, and her face and head crushed aasured,
sen ted last August.
PIUVATE
misuse of the mails. MounDav con
CLYDJ3
TWEEI,, One by blows from a
boxed up this morning and sent to
turpitude or political offense was
"In these circumstancet;, 1 should
piece of gas pipe,
Hundred Seventieth company.
tends that under too terms of tlw
volved, we decided that, we have suf- New York.
to have been wielded by a like to confer with you, as you so
supposed
contract,
which is recited in full in a
it
Over
Governor Glynn arrived in Albany! cPRpORAL FRITZ KIHLER, One man
in
ficient safeguards and that there can
London
Talking
giving his name as George kindly suggested, as to the action
Oct. 20. Walter IX.
London,
lengthy
be no harm in admitting her."
that he was jus,ified.
petition,
today from hfs home in Cedar Hill to Hl,ndred Seventieth company,
has
Page,
been established as that the house should take while awaiting
PRIVATK W. H. BR1N, One Hun- - Schultz,
the United States ambassador, this in making the sales and that condiThe decision by the president and make his appearance in the executive
of Mrs. Emily Will, aged 52, a widow the results."
d SevcntietA' company.
afternoon discussed the situation in tions and circumstances warranted hh.
Secretary Wilson was communicated chamber as the governor of the state.
Who lived tn tVio roay "L
nt rrrt,.i ntii.
C.
XV
PRIVATE
.
nnnnva
Mexico with the officials of the Brit representations as to tha land an
to Commissioner General Caminettl, No important appointments were ex-ventieth company.
ish foreign office.;
water rights. Now he asks that Senawho issued the formal order of re pected from Governor Glynn before
Pol ice T eu t en an t Willi m ACCUSE ENGINtER
.
OF
A
ft. V A
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r
tor Catron, who is said to be worth
W
lease.
ur.j
The
police, by Bertillon reo
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hundred
15 million dollars, bo
President Wilson felt that the law
about
Carden's
on
Action
iuo legislature wm
Disapproved
compelled
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T. CHELEW.
to make good the contract and
had a flexible interpretation, so that Wednesday night. Governor Glynn is
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VILLAGE
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Washington,
Mr'
20.
to
feMed
Ambassador
killed
having
provide
3
com- It was largely a question of policy. now preparing his first message as KI; 0ne
Page's inquiries today at the British for the deliverance ot deeds to some
Do'rowJ
of Mllwaukee
IIarry
Commissioner Camlnetti's decision governor .to that body. His recom- foreign office were made to ascertain 200 men and women who have comwas a former prisoner at th
was in strict accordance with the menaations are not exnActnd ta vp.
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OF TENT CITY
DID the attitude of the British
...i.ivi.
where
he
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served
iay
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govern pleted their land payments and re
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ALL THE SHOOTING, SAYS
a raaicai cnange in policy,
resiaenL vvuson ana. xne
views oi
wnnpany.
ment in the Mexican situation. The ceived
but
((months for fnre-Ar"clearenca receipts."
r.
m..
une
JOHN CHURCH
United States had been led to believe
secretary or ianora mr. uammetu win be lu tne nature of preparation;
.nbnau.,
G. Day, owner of
Julius
filed a brief memorandum recommend- - ( for the winding up of a prolonged and HlnuIrei1 Seventieth company.
that moral support for its
A Similar Crime
policy of a 153,000 acre tract, is also mada
.PRIVATE
ACRES, One Hun- ing Mrs. Pankhurst's aumission on her disturbed legislative session.
Trinidad,
Colo., Oct. 20. Charges would be given by Great Britain, but a party to the1 suit. Under the conOct.
20. When Captain
Chicago,
Seventieth
own recognizance, and announced
company
William Sulzer and several of his
Halpin, chief the detective bureau, of assault to murder were preferred great disappointment was felt when tract with Senator Catron,-- . MounDaj- PVl ATI? TnrtT t
that he would later file his reasons in political advisers today discussed the
PAXEK, One
claimo that th
vUU
today learned of the strangling of a this morning against John C. Church, the very dav after r.erinrai
Tlr.idred Seventieth company.
cJtuui t:3wrltlnS"uciiaj
advisability of his running for assem- woman
of
the
announced
mine
of
engineer
Milwaukee
himself
at;
as
the
Empire
interest
dictator
in
last
the land end that
and pay's
PRIVATE VIRGIL REMSEN, '
night, by a
h
There was no demonstration at the blyman from the Sixth New York
man giving the name of George Southwestern
Fuel company, and uulffied constitutional
restrictions, $10,000 of the purchase price has ir
company.
bureau when the decision trict. Though many assured him
Mrs. Frank Cridge of Aguilar, who last
Lionel Garden presented his
been paid to Day. Some 20CORPORAL .TOSEPit S. JOHNSON, Schultz, he was struck with the sim-- '
was announced.
The audience of that there was no (oubt pf h,g elec.
to Senor Huerta.
dentiais
of
the
methods
- night are alleged to have sped past
ilarity
Miiwauof
the
people who have receded clearance
baud.
women, which had sat through the Uon the former
the Aguilar tent colony' in an auto- governoJ. refused t0
That was looked on with disfavor receipts to the land, are also named as
PRIVATE
JOS. PRO VANCE, One kee ,mil'dei'er. to ,)ose of the miss
hearing, had departed. Mrs. Pank- - agree positively to maklng the rac6
tentathe administration here, and it is party defendants in the New Mexico
int0
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Miss
of
by
who!mobile'
ing
slayer
Ida
Hundred
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hurst's lawyers received the verdict He
pIeaded for time to think the mat-wlt- h
auu ivus. triage aeciare mey reported that Sir Lionel Garden lias suit,
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broad smiles and announced they
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Seventieth company.
' ,!ne- Her watch was pawned the flred nQ shot8' but the strikers fired been otherwise active to thwart the In his petition, MounDay asks for
would leave at once for New York.
rnain here until tomorrow morning.
H. B. BISHOP, one Hundred Sev-- "ay after tlle murder by a copper-- ! a score or more shots at them,
Stat0S' lt
At the headquarters of the National
for a half million dollar,,
He may make a decision tonight.
colored negro, find the search thus far a of which struck the automobile. thought that Ambassador pag0 will
Woman Suffraee association the news
company.
damages
against Senator Catron
had ''een for a man of that descrip-- 1 Church says he. tnrew on full speed make dear to the British
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w
'
ub naa awea ana abetted the
)lv wocua ne a sieppina; stone to a
ntn'niii'.; $?,00i in cash at the local ardson and asked for the
complainant in the court of Judge Ia"ded here.
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out of a preconceived scheme to
suffrage leader, .met her at the pier retllrn t(y tle overnowliip.
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Among
those
ftation. Since then, he .has ment of a receiver, the examination Daniel Guerule of Aguilar.
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unfile
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Works,
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said purpose find design of
of United States Senator John D.
if
New York, Oct. 20. Max Steindter tne owner. Today ho received a let- - printing company and such other re4.
The management of Madison Square j
Works of California. Capiain Works ! inS at least SO thousand acres of i
lief as the court might deem proper.
ns-- ! tfir from wI. McClnary of San
leader
of
the
sixth
progressive
4.
Garden announced that in deference;
has been la Mexico since VM. He is "rnnt; In parcels of small tracis:
district, said today that Wil- - nardino, Calif. f stating that he was Judge Richardson granted the petitooav im CONGRESS
to Mrs. Pankhurst's desire to get a
en route to Washington.
such sales your orator would havi
no
owner
of Hie money and asking tion and appointed John D. Mell reliatn Sulzer would be nominated for
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good rest, the mass meeting she was
Charles
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in profits an amount mora
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when
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the Red Cross aboard the Buford, raid
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The controlling slock of the Kostinued debate on seamen's bill.
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Greater Specialism needed
The committee on reformatory j j
!
.
,
x. wuik. ana.j ptuoie, in w icyiuit io uie
ESTABLISHED 1879.
annual meeting of the American Pris
on association here, dwelt upon the
NOT
need of greater specialism in crimiPublished By
nal work and the segregation of difIH j OPTIC PUBLISHING CO
ferent classes of law breakers. The
(Incorporated.)
TO
petty offender, often young, weak and
impressionable, it recommends, should
Children's coats, this season, possess a style seldom attainEDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
THEY
SHOULD BE GIVEN CON- not be subjected to the dangers of
ed
in
children's wear, We are showing an unusually large
association with hardened criminals.
GENIAL WORK IN THE OPEN,
of the seasons best .styles all stylish, practical gar"There
insidious
an
is
variety
danger,"
SAYS AUTHORITY
ments in a large variety of popular fabrics. All sizes, from 2
says the report, "that must be insisted upon in the classification and treatto '14 years.
Indianapolis, October 20. Youthful ment
of offenders. It is admitted
In
criminals
not
should
he
confined
Entered it the postoffice at East
that in a percentage of evildoers cerprisons, where contact with the vici- tain
Las Vdgas, New Merico, for trans
ameliorating circumstances limit
ous will Impel them to a life of crime,
mission through the Uidted States
the responsibility of the individual,
hut should be given work in the open,
malls is second class waiter.
though they make, him none the less
work of the kind to which they are
dangerous to society; most important
naturally inclined, is the opinion of of these is an inherent pathological
For Misses and Children
,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
R. B. .Chadwlck,
superintendent of condition of the body, especially of
Carrier
Dally, by
Dependent and Neglected Children for the central nervous system a condiAll the little ones want nice furs and we are prepared to
$ .05
far Copy
Alberta, Canada.
want--oor
either
tion
line of Misses and children's furs is the largest and best we have ever
that
accidental;
hereditary
supply
IB
One Week
Mr, Chadwlck's views were voiced secondly, an unfavorable environment,
shown and come in a variety of popular furs.
,
65
One Month
before the American Prison associa- especially in early life. It is partio
S7.50
One Year
tion, at lta annual meeting here, ini an ularly in these cases that classifica$2.25 to $12.50 Per Set'
Daily, by Mail
address entitled , "Outside Work as a tion and isolation is desirable. Our
$6.00
One Year
Preventive Measure and as a Re danger lies in accepting a criminal
FOR JUDGE
3.0P
CHILDREN'S HEAD WEAR
fix Months
CHILDREN'S SWEATERS
formatory Method." The growth of type, In looking upon pathological, enoutside work in prisons, Mr. Chad-wic- vironment and hereditary factors as
We have just received abeautiful line of Children's
Fall weather demands Sweaters for the little ones.
asserted, is productive of justice the sole causes of criminality cerWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
TO
Our line offers an excellent variety of desirable
COUNTY BAR
BERNALILLO
Headwear, Including the most desirable styles of
toward boys and men which cannot tainly they are predisposing causes,
GROWER
the season. New, stylish shapes at prices sure to
HONOR PROBATE JUDGE, REgarments which will please you In price and qualbe overestimated. The basis of such but in most cases they are not the
12.00
One Year
please you.
CENTLY DECEASEO
ity.
a system, he continued, should be necessary causes,
1.00,
Rtx Months
"The necessary causes of the
common sense. On the one hand, he
$1.25 to $3.00
$1.25 to $3.00
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 20. Re
of criminal acts is the choice
on
a
founded
system
purely
Bar
Bernalillo
the
County
quested
by
i Cash
in Advance for Mall Subscriptlment will wove unsatisfactorv and! of the individual's free will. There- association, Judge Raynolds, of the
tions.)
fore to correct the criminal tendency
j
WOOLTEX
La3 VGarfLoftdirtStoro
FKANKEL
announced that ineffectual; on the other hand, pracKemlt by draft, check or money or- district court, has
the only method of approach is by
has
administration
sound
tical,
late
the
services
memorial
for
Judge
not
we
will
der. If sent otherwise
incarcera- way of the Individual's higher faculJulius Staab of the probate court, brought out that too close
SUITS
FOR
He responsible for Iosb.
SUIiS
a
fostered
of re- ties. In the philosophical aspect this
tion
has
often
spirit
would be held at 10 o'clock Saturday
is
the
and
the
of
province
morality,
Specimen copies free on
Chadwick
said:
bellion. In part Mr.
morning, November 1.
practical application of morality is
WOMEN
MEN
"Probation has done more work as thci
Thomas K. D. Maddison, president
T?oHo-intEstablished 1862
nn.
fiinoHrti, ftf ..olio-inIn
with
A.
a
B.
dealing
preventive agent
of the association, appointed
to
of
the personal responsibility
peals
it.
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Stroup, J. A. Miller and Robert H.
the individual; unless this feeling is
in
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Probation
Crews as a committee to make ar- scheme yet devised.
awakened any hope for a permanent
PAID FOR
terion from which to judge that an-- 1 fore him is a repeater or a first of- - been incarcerated
The dealing with the hardened type of cure is futile."
rangements for the memorial.
long enough to imcommittee will draft resolutions and criminal is futile and useless, as The committee emphasized the ben other man should pay for a similar fender?
press them with the seriousness of
"No man can determine how nuih their offense and to operate to deter
Advertisers are guaranteed the name a member of the bar to deliver through the probation system the efits of the probation system, the in- offense unless all the conditions are
the
lenient
because
there
are
in
succeeds
should be visited on nls others from like offenBes, be allowed
same;
criminal
third,
Staab.
getting
punishment
of
an
Judge
eulogy
determinate sentence and the parole.
largest daily and weekly circulation
some persons convicted of crime who fellow man as punishment for his of their
of any newspaper In northern New
liberty under safeguards which
Judge Raynolds Saturday morning treatment without proper supervision Each year, it was said, endorsed the
of his surroundings.
will as best we can guard against recalled the criminal docket for
Mexico
wisdom of these reforms.
"The war should by reason of the nature of fense. As said above, there is
inflicted in the enforcing lapses. While such as do not should,
f'There Is a group of offenders who den or superintendent advocates more the crime they committed or the imterm. The first criminal case
The docket are not hardened criminals, but who and more earnestly that when practic- possibility of reformation, and for the of penalties to prevent repetition, to as In the case of physical and mental
Is set for trial Tuesday.
TELEPHONES
have to be taken care of. This group able every effort be put forth to save good of Boclety be isolated indefinitely deter others and become a wKUug derangement, be kept in charge of the
Main 2 follows:
fc..itness Office
and possibly for life.
observer of the law. Such punish- state and Isolated from their fellows."
October 21. Joseph B. Tanner, forms the largest of any of the vari- offenders of the law from further
..Main 9
Newi Department
un"The
is
an
criminal
ment
average
inheres in the enforcing of these
with
dealt
to
be
have
ous
check.
that
worthless
classes
without committing to prison
charged with passing
known man to the grand jurors who penalties for the accomplishment of
not
are
law.
assault
They
with
or.
criminal
tinder
so
is
There
no
1913.
class
Jose
OCTOBER
reformatory.
20,
charged'
MONDAY,
Garcia,
indicted him, to the county attorney the other object. The Almighty alone Stomach Trouble and Constipation
with a deadly weapon.
sufficiently hardened to be consider- opposed1 to prisons, by whatever name
who prosecuted him, to the Jurors by has a right to punish for punishment
Cured
have
but
as
gone
whose
as
to
buthose
is
ed
it
called,
they
22.
criminals,
charged
Julian
Lucero,
October
duty
iiiVE HEK "TlIltEE
whose verdict he was found guilty, sake.
"I was sick for three years with
can
be
is
when
it
the
indifferent
mare.
the
they
a
stage
of
perintend
them;
beyond
with
larceny
SQUAliES"
and the judge who pronounced: the
"The courts of the land should, stomach trouble and constipation, docOctober 23. Charles Easter, charg-- j considered as possible of correction public who stolidly look on while their
As
resentence.
a
rule
facts
the
only
after
giving to an accused man all tored continually with different physiunder the system of probation. When members drift into prison."
It is interesting to conjecture what ed with assaulting a girl.
connect- reasonable safeguards In the investi- cians, with only temporary
the
vealed
trial
are
those
by
relief,"
down
The
fallen
recommends
man
has
the
that
report
October 24. Julian Montane-- charg- a boy or young
will occur, if Mrs. Pankhurst begins
ed with
of the par- gation of the charge of crime agaiast says Mrs. Hester Waite, of Antwerp,
an
medical
of
become
has
present
system
and
inspection
stolen
under
ed
with receiving
goods.
probation,
tiiti hunger strike" which she threatticular offense with which he is charg- him, determine his guilt aud then Ohio. "A friend advised me to try
Chavez and Desiderio Chavez, occasional offender, and it has been of schools be extended so that the
ened to "put on" in New York unless
ed; no judge, however learned how- sentence him to imprisonment, with Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
state
not
shall
him
with
to
resign
by
deal
deemed
advisable
supervision
stolen
goods.
she wad allowed admission to the charged with receiving
over
defective
class
the
after they ever just, however honest, can tell out limit as to time, and theu leav? and continued to use them for one
October 25. Carlos B. Chavez, some more rigid form of correction
United States without delay. The
how long the average man should be it to another tribunal to rletermme
of
educathe
year, and they completely cured me,
pass
stage
compulsory
the
reformatory
than probation offers,
threat, was made Saturday, when, bail charged with perjury.
confined in order to accomplish any when he has been sufficiently punish not only of the stomach trouble but
tion.
with
used
great
been
fc
Cornog,
method
has
Aaron
October
Plory
was terusedj the English militant
"This is the time when all our ma- - one of the objects of the infliction ed, when he has served Ions enough also of the constipation." For sale
success.
suf alette, but' she reconsidered it, charged with seduction.
- of the penalties of the law as stated to impress on others the seriousness
by all dealers. Adv.
"The bov is brought before the juve- - chinery Bhould be Perfected to safe- above.
October 29. Michael O'Shea, chargwhen the authorities told her they
of the offense and operate to deter
children-especi- ally
ur
do
I
nile or district court In Canada, and
would assure her a speedy hearing, ed with assault.
"The man before the judge and Jury others, when it will probably be safe
fOT
ur gMs-t- he
Plead'
community
October 30. Frank Fugla, charged handed over to the department of ne-- knows "
and ordered a substantial luncheon.
is presumed to be innocent, is entitled to society to release him, to ki?ep in DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
no
that
nes
repitition here,
a neglected' child,
by local applications, as they cannot
Wha. would American officials do with selling liquor to a minor. This glected children,
feeble-mindegirl is to that presumption until he has ex- custody Indefinitely such as by therr reach the diseased portions of the
su the unprotected
the
a
under
to
work
out
and
from
was
case
justice
a
appealed
placed
should Mrs. Pankhurst
attempt
a greater source of evil in a commun- hausted1 all the means provided by conduct have forfeited1 all right to ear. There is only one way to cure
Naz-zl- ,
hunger-strikepervision of an agent or inspector of
Would they follow court. George Harris and J. B.
law to prevent his final conviction. associate with their fellows and such deafness, and that is by constitutional
ity than a youth of the same class.
charged with selling liquor to a the department. His earning capacity
No
the policy of the English, jailers and
judge when he pronounces sen- others as do not give satisfactory evi remedies. Deafness is caused by an
women
"Institutions
of
for
which
must be guarded, as he is liable to be I
inflamed condition of the mucous linforce food down her throat, saving minor.
have
if the lament- tence on the prisoner has a right to dence of reform. The keeping of
knowledge,
any
of the Eustachian
Tube. When
her life bui leaving themselves liable Judge Raynolds will go to Gallup exploited by unprincipled employers of able results of neglect of this class demand of the prisoner that he shall a man in custody for life Is ing
this tube Is inflamed you have a rumMcKin-leis
for
an
27
to
unless
child
draw
agreement
juries
October
labor,
not
to tongue .uahings from the suffragwere taken out of them, would show reveal himself and his history, for
necessarily punishment. It is the bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
county and no cases were set for entered into and arrangements made an amazing decrease in their
the reason that there are steps which state protecting itself from the evil when it is entirely closed, deafness
ettes as inhuman brutes?"
It seenid the proper course of action trial on that day. The criminal docket as to the particular amount of money
Even with careful provision may yet be taken that may result in influence of a man who has proven is the result, and unless the inflamhe is to receive in addition to board for sufficient custodial care of this his acquittal; to compel the prisoner himself a menace to it, and in whom mation can be taken out and this tube
should bo to provide the lady daily will be continued here October 28.
restored to its .normal
condition,
and clothing. The money is placed to class of weak
with, three square meals. If she reminded, there will be to disclose his history and thereby there is no such hope of reformation hearing will be destroyed
forever;
CONGRESS
who
has
officer
MINING
account
AMERICAN
the
of
the
as
evidence
whose
would
utn
to
give
himself
eat
a
fuses
would
against
justify his release among nine cases out of ten are caused, by
them, those
percentage that will slip through,
metal
20.
The
a
Oct.
and
receipt given and for this reason, if no other, there be not only contrary to law but a his fellows.
Philadelphia,
charge of the boy,
catarrh, which is nothing but an incustody she is kept are not responcondition of the mucous surmining interests of the west as well for each sum deposited or expended, should be the examination into the great injustice. How can the sen"There are men In all prisons who flamed
sible for the consequences.
faces.
social, mental and moral conditions tencing judge know or guess whether have only moral whooping cough,
It really is too bad that the strik- as the coal mining industry in the iu uiuei nidi, mo ungual. ...p.jr
We will give One Hundred Dollars
east are fully represented at the justly accounted for in the final set- - of those brought before the courts three or thirty years is what the prls- - others the measles, scarlet
for any case of deafness (caused by
. fever,
ing militants do not do as naughty
Amtlement with the lad."
before sentence Is passed upon them oner before him for sentence should diphtheria, tuberculosis, leprosy, ad catarrh) that cannot ba cured by
children when not allowed to have sixteenth annual meeting of the
conMr. Chadwick outlined the work In by the magistrate or judge."
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulreceive in order to accomplish his neither patient nor
their way hold their breath. This erican Mining congress, which
society will be ars free.
a
session
for
done
under
or
is
in
Alberta
which
vened
this
reformation
deter
rehim
today
from
No
being
city
benefited by paroling out the moral
would be much less painful for the
Judge Is Infallible
V. J. CHENEY & 0"V. Toledo. Ohio.
No human judge can fix intellifeent-through the greater his supervision. It was just as ImPeatlng or ideter others from commit- - leper. Those suffering from the min
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
suffragettes and for the public. One which will last
Take Hall's Family Pills for constican converse for quite a time with- part of the week. Delegates repre- portant, he said, to find the partlcul- ly the penalty a criminal should pay ting crime? How can the sentencing or troubles should as soon as they
Alas-jar
sort of work for which a youthful for his crime, in the opinion of W. H. judge know whether the prisoner be- have given evidence of
j
arid pation. Adv.
out food, but without breath speech senting the mining industry in
recovery
ka, in British Columbia and eastern criminal is naturally fitted as it was Berry, for six years a member of the
is somewhat curtailed, at. least. Canada and in various sections of to find work at all. The farm had Iowa board of parole; and only "the
o
Mexico
are also in ttendance. Absolved the question in many Instan-- i judge of all the earth has a right to
UNIIANDICAPPINU
wide variety of problems relating to(CPS, but not in all. The work at the j: say 'the soul that sinneth, it shall
Capital paid in
CONVICTS
SURPLUS
mining will be discussed, but the sub-- j prison farm, he added, was watched die."
$100,000.00
un-- j
Nor should punishment be the object
150,000.00
ject that has been given first place by the provincial authorities and
on the program is the devising ordqubtedly would be copied by. theOf enforcing penalties, according to
Warden Allen of the Illinois
has been engaging in an In- measures to better safeguard the lives i rovincial jails in the near future. In jMr. Berry; rather, punishment should
an indirect result With reforma- teresting, if not altogether new, ex- of the men who work under ground, .conclusion, he said:
jbe
of such a hystem should ition the object. For one prisoner may
"The
basis
end
the
to
this
some
congress
As
of
meana
of
a
That
placing
periment
oners at the penitentiary on has installed in Hortlcultuarl Hall an jbe common sense. A tneory wnicninave nut moral whooping cough and
(he
' M O'luiilneham
PrKirfnt
their honor and allowing them to elaborate display of safety appliances takes only sentiment as a basis will may soon be cured, while another
M
HosktDfi, OaHhibi
moral
a
and
be
fall
and
may
down
('rutinSorlrurer.
never
first-aiunsatisfactory
prove
may
d
leper
apparatus
wort; on the roads under guards that and rescue and
K
ABB't Cnsti
!wm
'and
on
be
moBt ineffectual;
the other
cured; yet both may bo discharged
cany no guns. The plan has been The United States bureau of mines
Itried in Oregon and other states with is represented by one of its safety :hand, practical, sound administration .together under the present method of
12
naB oten Prved that too close Incar--j administering justice in many states,
of
crew
helmet
cars
and
a
picked
mv vf? md up to date indications
out
The
certain
has
the
a
for
palliative
train
of
long
brought
men, while a number of the coal com- jceratlon
poiiv' to ;;s success In Illinois.
of rebellionand outside work moral disorders that lie in the trail
There is on" important argument panies that have developed the "safe- - jsPirit
has developed the principles which, of the fixed sentence, in Mr. Berry's
for this plan, that many people over- tv first" movement at. their mines
go to make a right man, and results opinion, is the indeterminate sentence.
look. When the average man is re- have sent rescue and first aid crews
his
in the recognition of the sense of In
recent
address
C5
before
to
to
their
the
work,
explain
leased from p penitentiary he is not
American Prison association, Mr.
the
EUtltt
instances
"many
in,
weakness,
jhuman
in pbyFlcal coaditlon to take up the!
jdormant, but in the case of almost Borry so asserted, adding that it would
battle o!" life, even If he has reformTo 'help be better still for judges simply to
;all boys easily
FIELD TRIALS
CONNECTICUT
ed ;" '
The. prison pallor
the boy or the man it Is as necessary sentence criminals to imprisonment
w. u. A y
is his, find flabby muscles and a
tQ know h!g wealmess as it is to know and leave to another tribunal infer-Si'
S
heart wen it from, lack of exercise In manliKe aTmoapnere pervauou uuh.j his strength.
.entially the board of parole, the task :M
00
vveu
is
,,,.
air.
Thus
he
unfairly VICimry louaj.
a gc1jeme ia Mm. of termini
the open
f
..u; Th
Inn,, the m,f
high-bretheir
of
strings
'
$
handif'pped in the tremendous fight owners with
Office WH'i (hp Saa 'vlie! National Rank
parativfiy small( ag both boys and 'should be.
fce handied wlth a greatj
.To aocMnpJteh ffl0st successfully pj
ho must make against popular preju- dogs hava gathered here from far andladutg
near to take part in the annual meet,deaI ess money underthls system than the things desired in tho enforcement'1:
dice against "jail birds."
VVm. O. HAYIJQN
Warden Allen's plan tends to rem- of the Connecticut Field Trials club, 'any otheP- - Outdoor work in any of the law, the Indeterminate sentence i
President
events of its kind fom hag proved an enormous deter- - in fact as well as in name, I conceive1'-edy this bad situation. He chooses one of the premier
H W. KELLY
conVice
will
President
rent t0 erimo partlculaly in incipient to be a necessity," Mr. Berry said.
for tlie outside road work only those in the country. The trials
D. T MOSKINS
mA properly handled will "First, because judges cannot fix in- - 1
Treasurer
prisoners who are well along la the tinue through the week. The
same as in nicely prove the solution to the prob-- : telligently the amount of penalty
serving of thi'r sentences. A man gram is essentially the
aijj
.,
v ;
we 3 tori up for 20 years and has former years, the principal events 'lem 0f the vagabonds and first of- - law violator should pay; second,
INTEKEST PAID ON DEPOSITS
1 l.H bplnr the. membership stake, the Per-man
one
adult
of
and
cause
both
should
the
t 13 bm ;i ycir or
fenders'.,
juvenile
penalty
have to pay for an offense is no cri- reference over a man" i by ana the all age competition.
nil. i get?
jtypo;

just coma to the prison to
r
term.
serve a
Recently Warden Allen expressed
his hopes in these words: "We want
these convicts to ho outdoors, to work
In the open nir, to be well fed, to be
well protected at night, to he free
from prison walls, to see no guards
with guns, to he given the Idea that
the mass of people at large, the outside world, is sympathetic with them
and hopes they will make good. Thus
we shall build up new men physically, and just as they lose their prison pallor and just as they take on
firmer muscles and greater brawn,
just so much more will they be men
of normal kind,"
Convicts are men, dead to the
world.
It is wise to bring them to
life gradually If the resurrection is
to be worth while, either to the men
or to society.
who has
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SANTA FE
TO
INSPECTS STORES
BEING
IS
SEE IF NEW LAW
OBEYED

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 20. -- Armed
with the duplicates of the "established" weights and measures,-SherifClosson began a tour of the city this
morning, calling on merchants, pharmacists and others to ascertain if
acthey are weighing and measuring Senin
defined
as
cording to the law
ate Bill No. 186 approved March 17
of this year.
measThe authorized weights and
from
sheriff
the
obtained
by
were
ures
the state secretary, Anwmu
santa Fe is to see them this

.m,,

y

FOB SUMMER NEGU8
MANY

AND

Hamilton, the leading" millinery expert of America, complained in
New York about the tariff clause prohibiting the importation for millinery
uses, of all wild bird feathers save
.he ostrich's.
Mr. Hamilton pointed out that many
game birds are killed for sport and
food, and that many other birds are
killed because theyjye pests, and he
asked why the Audubon societies
would have the feathers of all these
birds wasted.
"I represent the birds, Mr. Hamil"I
ton," said an Audubon devotee.
speak for the birds. Whom do you
represent, and what right have you to
speak?"
"I represent the millinery trade,"
Mr. Hamilton answered. "I speak for
thousands who will bo thrown out of
work If this foolish clause goes into
effect. As to my right to speak well,
I think I'm rather in the position of
the department store proprietor.
"A department store proprietor inaugurated In the basement a
luncheon for his workers.
He thought one day he'd try the
luncheon himself, and accordingly he
hopped up on to a peg and called for
the soup. But the waiter, not knowing him, said:
"'Oh, no, mister! You ain't in on
this. You don't belong to this store.'
" 'I'm quite aware of that,' the proprietor answered, 'the store belongs
to me.'"
A. L.

During the very warm days when
one Is inspired with no loftier ambition than to keep cool by lolling about
FOOD WHEN STOMACH CAN'T
and sipping iced tea, the lovely thin
INDIGESTION
negligees with airy chiffon jackets become things of beauty and a joy forDo some foods you eat hit back-ta- ste ever, being designed expressly for this
One positively needs these
good, but, work badly; ferment purpose.
into stubborn lumps and causa a sick, dainty things if one expects to look
Now, Mr. or well while keeping cool at the same
sour, gassy stomach?
Mrs. Dyspeptic, jot this down- l'ape's time, and indeed they seem simple
enough to run up at home at little
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving trouble and expense.
nothing to sour and upset ;:ou. There
The petticoat part doesn't matter in
never was anything so safely quick, so particular, for one wears what one
certainly effective. No difference how happens to have. It may be a messabadly your stomach is disordered you
will get happy relief in five minutes,
but what, pleases you most is that it
strengthens and regulates your stom
ach so you can eat your favorite foods
-
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Dainty Negligee With Coat of
ered Chlfon.

Flow-

line one, tafiVai or lingerie,- but it
should in most cases be white. Crepe
dp chine makes the nicest kind of e
tuvgligee petticoat if ycu are makinj
one specially for this purpose. However, the matinee or jacket portion is
what we give most of our attention
-

to.

-

.

In the sketch, pastel flowered chif
fon is used for the pretty negligee
jacket. The blouse portion is cut
kimono sieves and
with elbow-lengtcross-ove- r
The sleeves are
fronts.
puffed Into a double-edgeruffling of
fine white lace. The lace ruffling Is
used to outline the entire wrap, and
at the neck forms an outstanding med
lei collar. The lower part Is cut away
In front and rounded across the back
extending half way to the knees.
A broad fold of azure blue satin is
draped low around the waist and then
up under the bust in front, where it Is
tied in a large, flat bow that hooks
across the opening.
A washable negligee can be made
from the same design by using some
of the pretty flowered dimities, mulls
and Bwisses. These, too, are dainty
and cool, decidedly inexpensive.
h
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uairr that produces sound
Statement Sounds Incredible, bt
DemonWill
Speedily
strate It to Be a Fact.

It seems incredible that a beam of
l:sht sould be made to produce sound,
but such a thing can be done. A ray
of sunlight is thrown through a len.J
on a glass vessel containing lampblack,
colored silk or worsted, or any like
mbstance. A disk having slits or openings cut In it is made to revolve swiftly in this beam of light, so as to "cut
it up," thus causing alternate flashes
of light and shadow. When one places
his ear to the glass vessel he hears
strange sounds so long as the flashing
beam falls upon the vessel.
A still more extraordinary effect la
produced when the beam of sunlight is
made to pass through a prism, so as to
produce what is called the solar spectrum. The disk is turned and the colored light of the rainbow is made to
break through It. Now, if the ear be
placed to the vessel containing the silk
or other material, as the colored lights
ot the spectrum fall upon it, sounds
will be given by the different parts of
the spectrum and there will be silence
In other parts.For example, if the vessel contains
red worsted and the green light flashes
upon it, loud sounds will be heard
when the red and the blue parts of the
rainbow fall upon the vessel. Other
colors produce no sounds at alt.
Green silk gives out sound best in a
red light. Every kind of material gives
more or less sound in different colors
and no sound at all In others. Harper's Weekly.
WORLD'S DEBT TO VEGETABLE
Possibly Sun Worship Had Its Origin
in Knowledge of the Fact of
the Dependence.
may worry- along
Vegetable life
without animals, but animal life can't
continue without vegetables. Therefore, says an English chemist, man
owes a great debt of gratitude to the
vegetable. He should do his best to
foster it. It is not intimated whether
this Is an argument in favor of the
theories advanced by the vegetarian,
but it is considered ample proof man
would not be here only for the humble vegetable kingdom.
But vegetables, like animate life,
-

J
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Russian Claims He Has Method Which
Is Far Superior to Those at
Present In Use.
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OF FASHION.

The plain skirt is no more. Plaits,
drapery, gathers, Insets, panels, tucks
has
every form of
been resorted to In the styles for
spring and summer.
The short dolman mantles of fur
seem to be gaining. Usually they are
fastened with a single large button or
Stop coughing! you rack the lung
or tortoise shell or strass
Energies Are More Keen and worry the body. BALLARD'S buckle,
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irrita- stones.
and Respond Quickly
Red, with gray, makes a beautiful
tion, heals the lungs and restores
to Help.
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c color scheme for all enveloping eveand $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central ning wrap. One of the season's most
attractive models is made of flame
Drug Co. Adv.
(.olored velvet, with a lining of smoke-graMICHIGAN WOMAN'S FEDERATION
charmeuse.
Small hats continue to appear In a
Muskegon, Mich., Oct. 20. All prepGeorgette
arations have been completed to en- wide variety of shapes.
tertain in comfortable style the Mich- shows a model of black straw with a
narrow plaiting of net bordering the
igan Federation of Women's Clubs,
of the brim. A black aigrette of
which will meet in annual convention edge
unusual size ia placed at the back.
here tomorrow, under conditions per
Plain ratines have borders of conhaps more favorable for t succesful trasting bands, woven, embroidered, in
meeting than since the organization. open Irish work like heavy crochetted
colored
Advices received by the local com- ,lace,
checks,
Tf yon are down with rheumatism; If
and
bandings.
indicate
Btripes,
Bulgarian
mittee
tha
almost
every
you sneeze, feel chilled, are clinked with
Printed ratines have all over tiny flowcatarrh, have a cough, or your skin Is county of the state will be
pimpled and Irritated with rash, eczema,
ers In pompadour effect in beautiful
or any, other blood disorder Just rememcolors.
ber that all the Ills of life come from lra- mre blood. And you can easily give your
The fashionable idea Is the white
)lood a good thorough cleansing, a bath
When your food does not digest costume with a touch of color.
It
by using S. S.' S. There Is no need for
feel
tired
and
"blue,"
anyone to be despondent over the Illness well and you
comes in a border print or
of blood impurities.
No matter how badly discouraged, you should use a little (Sometimes
they attack the system, or how unsightly
embroidery, again as a girdle or colbecomes the skin, just remember there la HERBINE at bedtime: It opens the
or as decorative button. Some
lar,
one ingredient in 8. S. 8. that so stimu- bowels, purifies the system and relates the cellular tissues throughout the stores a fine feeling of health and en- times the color is seen in the weave,
selects its own esbody that each
ergy. Price EOc. Sold by Central la yard of bright color intermingling
sential nutriment part
from the blood.
'with white.
This means that all decay, all break- Drug Co. Adv.
ing down of the tissues, Is checked and
repair work begins. 8. S. 8. has such a
specific influence on all local cells as to
Chronic Dyspepsia
Welcome to Good Old Beige.
preserve their mutual welfare and afford
The following unsolicited testimoA soft biscuit or tan color has ala propr relative assistance to each other.
For maiv years people relied upon Mer- nial should certainly be sufficient to ways been a favorite with French
cury, loditm of Potash, Arsenic, "Physics,"
to persons afIn combination with black
Cathartics and "Dope" as remedies for give hope and courage
chronic dyspepsia. "I (Women.
blood sickness, but now the pure vegetable flicted with
or white it has never really disapH. 8. 8. is their
a
for
chronic
been
have
safeguard.
dyspeptic
season some of the
Yon can get S. 8. S. In
drug store,
I have peared. But this
but Insist upon having It. any
And you should years, and of all the medicine
handsomest
have been made In
gowns
no
Tablets have
take
chance by permitting anyone to taken, Chamberlain's
recommend a substitute.
And if your done me more good than anything jthis color and with other coldrs it
blood condition is such that you would
W. G. Mattison, No. 7 imakes all kinds of pretty
like to consult a Spprmllsr. freely, address else," says
Medical Dept., The Swift Speciuc Co., 218 Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For
Swift Bid., Atlanta, Oa.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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Critic of Proposed Tariff Clause Tell
Rather Good Story to Illus-

VARIED ARE T
THINGS OFFERED.

SAUSAliE, NtW BREAD

The duty of weighmaster and depsection 4 without fear.
uties, is thus described in
Most remedies give you relief someMexico,
New
of chapter 82, laws of
times they are slow, but not sore.
1913.
,
Is quick, positive
"It shall bo the duty of the public "Pape's Diapepsin"
in a healthy
stomach
and
puts
your
in
percounty,
weighmaster of each
to
the
won't came
condition
misery
and
son or by his deputy, to inspect
back.
all
and
test all scales used by any
You feel different as soon, as
merchants or persons engaged in the
Diapepsin" comes in contact
"Pape's
combusiness of buying and selling
with the stomach distress just van
be
shall
scales
modities, and such
stnnrlard weiehTS Of ishes your, stomach gets sweet, no
ih.
'
" "
"
Such test shall be made,0
the stfitp
undigested food, your head clears and
scales
all
months
upon
six
once each
you feel fine.
so used, and said public weighmaster
Go now, make the best Investment
in
a
report
or deputy, Bhall make
ever made, by getting a large
you
of such
cent
writing, setting forth the date
case of Pape's Diapepsin from
test, the result thereof, and specify- any drug store. You realize in five
Such reing the scales so tested.
minutes how needless it is to suffer
office of the
the
in
filed
be
shall
from
port
indigestion, dyspepsia or any
30 days
public weighmaster, within
stomach disorder. Adv.
after such inspection. Said public
weighmaster or the deputy making
AT PONTIAC
such test, bn- - ll verify each report so MICHIGAN BAPTISTS
' Oct
a cor-20. Every
is
Pontiac,
same
Mich.,
the
that,
filed, stating
trim nurt exact report of the Baptist and Free Baptist church in
n
Pllles mentioned jtnis state Is represented at the an
nf
nnnrlitinn
nual Baptist state convention which
therein."
opened here today and will remain
Fees for Inspection
in session
until Thursday. The
of
the
secretary
that
After stating
Woman's
Home
Missionary,
society,
state is to keep the standard weights
Woman's
Foreign
Missionary
society
furnish
duplicates
and measures, and
and other affiliated organizations will
to each county, the fees for inspection
hold their annual conventions here
are enumerated as follows:
at
the same time. Many educational
For railroad and track scales of 20 and'
religious leaders of the Baptist
Ions or more $1.50.
church are In attendance and are
$1.
20
3
to
tons,
For scales
scheduled to deliver addresses.
For dormant scales, $1..
25
For movable platform scales,
A MESSAGE TO WOMEN
cents.
.
When your physician can give you
For beams weighing 100 lbs., and
no remedy for the horrors that opupwards, 25 cents.
press you, when through the, long
$1.
For hopper scales,
hours of the day It seems as though
For counter scales, 25 cents.
back would break, when your
your
For each balance, beam, steelyard
head1 aches constantly, you are neror other instruments, 25 cents.
For weighing other than those vous, depressed and suffer from those
dreadfu1 hearing down palns don't
enumerated.
Further on, measures are defined forget that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
with penalties for not conforming to table Compound Is the safest and
surest remedy for these conditions
the standards.
It will save you years of
discovered.
of
Section 32 states that owners
as it has thousands of other
misery
must
the
not
scales
notify
inspected
suffering women,. Adv.
public weighmaster to that effect un
to
of
$200.
fine
$20
der penalty of a
to 90 days ftj MONTANA GRAND LODGE I. O. O. F.
or imprisonment of
DUfiCJUail, 1VIUU.., VA.l, 17. UKlV&ai&B
by both.
ifroin all the 101 lodges of the I. O. O.
Section 34 empowers the weigh- F. and
representatives of the Rebekah
master to arrest any person who uses
in this state are gathered here
lodges
to
scales
seize these
false scales and
to attend the grand lodge meeting
or measures and when examined by a which
opened its four days' session
magistrate and found to be false they here today. More than 500 delegates
shall be destroyed.
are In attendance. This evening a
general reception will be held at Electric hall. On Thursday the grand enTims flow
campment will be held in Odd FelFcr
Health lows hall to elect officers.

FIGHT

HAD

Airy Chiffon Jackets Designed Expressly to Bid Defiance to the Hot
Weather1 Washable Fabrics v
May Be Employed.

EAT CABBAGE, FISH

SHERIFF

week.

Section 35 states that all the
weights and measures accepted and
used by the government of the United States at the present time except
as provided in the bill, shall he deemed the lawful standard of weights
and measures for New Mexico.-

MONDAY,
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The preservation of fish is Dot a subject likely to be of intense interest to
the average men, and let It is one ot
considerable practical importance to
him. Few foodstuffs are so prone to
rapid decay, and, few are more danPicgerous when in that condition.
kling and salting, while reasonably
effective, seriously injure the natural
flavor of the fish, when they don't actually destroy It, Hence a new method
of preservation which keeps the fish
fresh and sweet and of unchanged
flavor "for weeks or even months," is
something of a discovery. This Is
what Prof. A. J. Danilevsky, a member of the Imperial Academy of Russia, claims for his new method. And
his claims have been considered of
enough importance to be given an
official test by the board of agriculture
and fisheries in London, and also by
the Tull Trawlers' and Fish Merchants'
association. A
test, controlled
by the latter organization, is said to
have justified the professor's claims,
and it is probable that he will be given
the opportunity for a more extended
demonstration of his process. Its cost
Is said to vary from 40 to SO cents
per 200 pounds of fish. New York
y

Post

Where Po the Watches Go?
What becomes of the watches? The
average man does cot buy more than
about two or three watches la the
course of his wholo life, and yet the
manufacturers keep on making, new
watches by the thousands. Who buys
them all?
No statistics can answer the question. What becomes of the old
watches? What did you do with the
one you discarded when you got your
present watch? Where is it now? . It
was a silver watch and it kept good
time for years that old watch, the
predecessor of the gold one that you
now possess. You had a strong affection for it. You called it "she,"
and sometimes in the solitude of your
room, you may have caught yourself
saying a word or two to it aloud. The
watch certainly talked to you in the
middle of the night; Heine's watch
conjugated Hebrew by the hour. The
old watch had a kind of a ringing tick
like a riveting machine, and you could
hear it clear through the pillow. It
has sung you to sleep more than once.
But let's see what in heaven's name
became of it?

are dependent upon sunlight for their
existence. The vegetable, however,
is both the direct and the Indirect
sustenance of animal being. Animal
life of certain species exists solely, or
almost so, on the flesh of other animals. But that latter food eventually
is dependent upon the vegetable.
life
Time would eradicate animate
should inanimate cease to exist. The
relations between plant and animal
form a beautiful dispensation. Man
owes to the vegetable more than he
does to lower animal life.
"Thus," concludes this chemist,
"Isn't it possible the sun worshipers
perhaps had a greater realization of
the value of Old Sol than we of the
present century?"
-

Livingstone's Resourcefulness.
David Livingstone, explorer and missionary, was a man of varied accom-

plishments. Besides getting himself
taught on board ship, and later by
Sir Thomas Maclear, to take with
great accuracy astronomical observations for fixing latitude and longitude,
besides acquainting himself with botany and geology, with patristic literature and Eg.vptology, Livingstone was
an excellent mechanic, a steersman
and a mariner. His resourcefulness
was at all times remarkable. When
he was hard up for fuel on his first
steamer journey up the River Shire
he landed in the elephant marsh. Here
no trees existed and no fuel was ob
tainable, but his men found manj
hones of slaughtered elephants, Livingstone at once took the bones on
board, burned them in the furnaces ol
and so continued hk
the
t,

journey.

Picture Statesmen at Work.
picture concern recently
obtained permission to take a series
of moving pictures illustrating French
parliamentary life. Legislators soon
got to hear of the matter, says Lea
Single Walnut Tree.
Nouvelles, some of them showing
A walnut tree was sold in the midthemselves particularly anxious to figdle west the other day for $250. Time ure on the film. The taking of the
was when there were thousands of film lasted several days, and the operwalnut trees in that same county. At ator took pictures of the chamber at
one and the same time there was a all times. Photographs will show the
conviction In the minds of men that deserted benches of the morning, with
no fence rail was good enough for a a dozen or so deputies discussing laws
"worm
fence" except a rail split affecting the whole of France, the solfrom the very heart of a walnut tree. emn arrival of the president, life Id
A worm fence, be it known. Is one of the lobbies, a stormy afternoon sesthose fences made up of obtuse an- sion and the thronged refreshment
gles and once defined by a man who bar.
had put up a good many as a fence
that "first goes andygogglin and then
Very Rapid Descent.
But returning to
goes andygigglin."
At the exhibition of
the Increased cost of a walnut tree,
life is not going to be really worth liv- 1st paintings in New York two Bostoc
men were standing in front of the
ing until the economists discover some
canvas alleged to rep
way to get the high price tags affixed
while there are plenty of trees left to lesent a figure descending the stairs.
"This is the worst yet," cried one.
hang them on.
"Look at it'. It is simply a tanglet
mass of streaks and splotches."
Virus Slaughters Rabbits.
"I think," said the other, after gazRabbits took possession of the
cemetery at Rouen, France, and ate ing at it a moment, Is"that the fault
not sufficientup all plants and flowers as fast as lies in the title, which
they were placed upon the graves. ly explanatory. It should tell us that
The keepers called in hunters with U U a figure descending the stairs aftferrets, but the burrows were almost er the careless scrub woman had left
straight down, so the ferrets could do a cake of soap on the top step."
nothing. Then some of the virus used
In Australia when the rabbits became
No Immediate Use for Them.
a pest was obtained. Dr. Loir of the
She (after the quarrel) 1 shal!
Rouen board of health inoculated sev- send back your ring and other preseral rabbits with it and turned them ents tomorrow.
loose in the cemetery. Eight days
He Oh, there's no hurry. I doot
later there wrre no rabbits in the pxpect to be engaged again for I
cemetery. All nad died in their
week or two.
A moving

n
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PRETTY DECORATION

Dainty and Original Scheme for Dining Table That May Be Carried
Out at Small Cost

FEDERAL

COl

r

10 OPEN OS

One of the pleasantest of the many
duties of the housewife is certainly
that of arranging the decorations of
the dinner table, but it is rather difficult to vary them much, unless, of

TUESDA

course, means are unlimited.
The suggestion, therefore, contained JUDGE POPE ASSIGNS CASES FOR
in the accompanying sketch for a very
HEARING IN THE DUKE
dainty and original decoration, which
CITY
may be carried out at a trifling cost,
should be welcome to many of our
readers.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 20. Tha
In constructing
it, In the first docket for the special term of the
place, the framework of wire shown United States district court, to open
here Tuesday, has been announced
by Judge W. H. Pope, at Santa Fe.
The docket is made up chiefly of
criminal cases with a sprinkling of
civil suits. v
The assignment follows:
October 21 U.n S. vs. George
(criminal) ; U. S. vs.' Antonio
Leyba (criminal.)
October 22 U. S. vs. John Deckr
ert, Joseph Deckert and J. W. Miller
(criminal) ; U. S. for Huse Brown, trus
tee vs. A. W. Anson, et al. (law): U.
S. vs. Dong Sick Yow (criminal);
Hosgson Brothers vs. First National
Bank of Roswell (law).
October 23 U. S. vs. Rutito Du-arte (criminal); U. S. vs. Jose N. Pa-dilla (criminal) ; A. T. & S. F. rail
in the diagram on the right must be way vs. J. A. Latta (law); A. T. &
made, and no difficulty will be found 3. F. railway vs. John R. Stanley
in doing this.
(law) ; A. T. & 3. F. railway vs. RosThe base consists of a piece of wire well Cas'& Electric Co., (law); A. T.
bent into a circle, and to this portion & S. F. railway vs. Mrs. S. G. Johnof the framework two hoops of wire son
(law); A. T. & S. F. railway vs.
are fastened and arranged to cross
each other in the center, where they Melissa J. Faggard, et al, (law.)
October 24 U. S. vs. Jesus Cerece-des- ,
are tied tightly together with string;
et al, (criminal) ; U. S. vs. Jesus
when this has been done, the wire
can be painted dark green and left de la Torre and Ignacio Gutierrez
to dry.
(criminal); U. S. vs. Jorge Arellano
Round this framework leaves of a
(criminal.)
creeper (Ivy can be used in winter
October 25 U. S. vs. John Parker
when other leaves are not available)
are twisted until the wire Is entirely (law); Tonl Pecanic Co., vs. A. T. &
hidden, and attached to the top is a S. F. railway, on motion for new trial
smart rosette of broad colored ribbon (law); Burley Rot vs. A. T. & S. F.
with ends hanging down.
railway, on motion for new trial
In the center of this decoration, a (law.)
vase filled with flowers or other ornaOctober 27 U. S. vs. Mary Kaiser
ments may find a place, and when
blossoms are cheap, they can be inter- (criminal) ; U. g. vs. Jesus Archuleta
mingled with the leaves and fastened (criminal); V. S. vs. Lenzlni Guerlno
to the wire with green cotton, and (criminal.)
will greatly add to the prettiness ol
October 28 James W. Brown vs.
the decoration.
A. T. & S. F. railway (law); Josefita
G. de Sedillo n. A. T. & S. F. railSLIPPERS OF BROCADED SATIN way (law.)
October 29 Kate Kelly, et al. vs..
Intended for Wear With Summer Neg Thomas J.
Ross, ot al (law.)
ligee, They May Quite Easily Be
30 U. S. vs. William A.
October
Made at Home.
Davis (criminal); TJ. S. vs. Willi:-'- m A
To wear with the summer negligee Davis (criminal) U. S. vs. The Rob-ert- s
& Leahy Mercantile Co., (crimithe shops are showing dainty slippers
fashioned of brocaded satin. These nal.)
are rather expensive if your desire to
November 1 V. S. VS. J. H. Mr Raft
purchase them, but if you are clevei and R. H. Barrett
flaw); Leo Denat needlework they can be duplicated
nett vs. Mary A, Mill and James Edat home for very much less.
First purchase a pair of soles the ward Hill (law.)
November 3 William E. Davenport
required size and bind them with a
fancy silk braid of the predominating vs. A. T. & S. F. railway (law) ; Edcolor used in the brocade.
When ward H. Hauser vs. Western Union
choosing the brocade select a desigp Telegraph company (law.)
which will lopk well on the top of th
loot.
From heavy muslin cut a piece ol Quick Help to Backache and Rheu- matism
material to form the toe portion th
The man or woman who
wants
slipper. This must fit smoothly to th quick
help from backache aud rheu
sole and be able enough to comfort
matism, will find it In Foley Kidney
ably accommodate the foot.
ills. They act so quickly and with.
this
as
a
cut
two
Using
sim such good effect that weak, inactlva
guide,
ilar pieces from the brocaded satin kidneys that do not keep ta blood
and baste the two together. Outlin clean and free of Impurities, are tonthe design with twisted silk of th ed up and strengthened
to healthy
same tone and Improve the sllppei vigorous action. Good results follow
toe by embroidering tiny flowers her their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
and there. To the back of the muslin and Red Cross Drusr Co. Adv.
whipstitch a lining of white silk and
MOBILE RATE CASE UP AGAIN
bind the top with braid to match th
soles. Join the toe portion to th
com
Mobile, Ala., Oct. 20. The
soles with strong silk thread, whip plaint of the Mobile chamber of com
stitching the two together.
merce and the Business Men's league
They are Quickly made and the re against the Mobile & Ohio and numsult speaks for itself.
erous other railroads, charging disA case can be fashioned to contain
thse slippers from brocaded satin of crimination against the port of Mo
the same design. Make it to resem- bile, and popularly known as the "Mo
ble a large envelope and place the bile rate case," came up for hearing
slippers between the folds fastening in this city today.
the flap with a pearl button and a
Women Need Health
and Strength
- Rose Leaves In
womThe work of a
Rope Silk.
An excellent way to work rose an makes a constant call In her
leaves is by meanB of the fishbone strength and vitality, and sickness
kidneys and bladstitch, especially If worked in a rope comes through hershe
knows.
than
oftener
der
Foley
alor
coarse mercerized floss,
silk
Pills will invigorate and rethough finer floss can be used with Kidney
store her, and weak back, nervousgood effect on a small leaf. To make
aching Joints and irregular blada leaf, start at the apex and take one ness,
der action will all disappear when
small stitch on the central vein, then Foley Kidney Pills are used. O. O.
take a stitch on one side, in slanting Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
position, ending at Just over the cenAdv.
tral vein. Then take a stitch on the
opposite side, ending it juBt over the
central vein. Work in this way from
side to side; alternating, working from
the apex to the base. The leaf may
be shaded by using different colors
for one leaf, light green at the tip,
dark green at the base, with a medi' 1
CO
um shade between the two.
Ji),
,
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Home-Keepln-

g

home-keepin-

Landscape Costumes.
landscape costume is a novelty
made of soft silk with a pattern upon
It. It looks as If copied from an ancient Japanese print, and, though the
design is vag-ueanyone possessed of
imagination can see a tree and bush,
a fringed pond tak, a house and
horizon. Such silks are made tip into
wbat is called the wrapper or "uncut"
skirt, which consists of two straight
lengths of very soft fins material,
gathered into the waistband, looking
rather full, but not bulky, about tha
hips, and falling In at Ihe atkles,
where it must be invisibly weitbtcd.
A
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LAS VKQA? DAII.V OPTIC,

ance

iiiOlmOAY S FILE A
SUIT A GAINST

of. .land in New Mexico.
Thin
been engaged in the sale of contracts
land was advertised In a manner that
led Investors to believe that it was
a veritable Garden of Eden and that
sugar beets could be raised in abund-aneon the land which the investors
were led to believe would be put un-
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COTTON

Washington, Oct. 20. The interstate commerce commission today ordered that for two years the railroad
rates on Imports westbound
from
New York and Boston shall be the
same. So ends the celebrated import
rate case in which the two cities
fought for advantage.

GOES UP

New York, Oct 20. Apprehensions
of a serious damage to the crop caused a big advance in the cotton market today. The cpening was 27 to
38 points higher on an excited general
buying movement which carried December contracts up to 13.79 or $4.50
per bale above those of the low level
of last week. Reports of frost at
many points jn Texas, Oklahoma and
the Mississippi valley and of snow
and sleet in some sections of the
eastern belt caused the rise.
The excitement continued and still
higher prices were reached late in
the day with December cotton selling
at 13.94, or $2.06 per bale above the
final quotations pf Saturday. Closing
prices were very steady at the best,
Tinint. of the rlav at. 41 to R8 noints
net higher.

VE'Afl--

der irrigation.
Following the attack of the state
OUR.
blue sky law, the government sudOPENING OF NEW RAILROAD
(Continued From Page One.)
STATES WILL DEMONdenly took an interest in the case. UNITED
Casper, Wyo., Oct. 20. The new
STRATE VALUE OF TIMBER
Some of the literature of the Moun-Dayline recently completed by the Chi
ron has greatly impaired and has alwas placed in the hands of post-oRESERVES
cago, Burlington and Quincy railroad
most destroyed any present chance of
from this place to Kirby, Mont., was
inspectors, and on July 25 the
your orator's selling the unsold resl- - office of the American Sugar Manufac- - A miniature model of a Rocky opened to passenger and freight
'
due of said 50 thousand acres, to thejturing and Refining company in the Mountain national forest will be ex-- tarffic today.
mw
damage of your orator in the sum ofjMulvane Building, Topeka, was raid- - bibited by the forest service at the
more
than five hundred thousand ed by the government.
MounDay and Eighth International
Dry
Farming
CANT SEE CHURCHILL
dollars."
his wife were arrested and postofflce congress at Tulsa, Oklahoma, October
of
amount
22
to
The contents of the petition in the inspectors seized a large
November 1. The model meas- Berlin, Oct. 20. The proposa' v.
MounDay-Calrosuit is said tohhe company's correspondence and.ures five by six feet, and is on a Winston Spencer Churchill, first lord
clearly outline the MounDay defense numerous records of sales and con- - scale to show an area of about four of the British admiralty, that England
their position than late last week,
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
!n the criminal suit of the govern- - tracts. As there was no warrant for .square miles.
Rain and snow at St. Louis led to
and Germany should declare 'a "naval
any inquir- since it was evident that no
mcnt for misuse of the mails. In that the seizure of the property, Judge The model contains a ranger sta- holiday" in 1914, was received' with- ies aboutCal., will answer
strong
considerable
demand for corn, but
Foley's Honey and Tar
case, the MounDays will endeavor tojrollock, recently ruled that none of tion, a government tree nursery, trails, out sympathy by the German govern- Compound. He says further "Foley's inquiry for the long' account had de- leading speculators sold freely when
establish to the satisfaction of the the evidence secured in the raid roads and bridges built by the gov- ment. It is doubtful whether any Honey and Tar Compound has greatly veloped, and the demand for stocks the market advanced. The start was
court the fact that MounDay had a' should be used in presenting the case ernment for greater facility in trav- official notice will be taken of the benefited me for bronchial trouble to cover was abated.
to
cent higher. After some
.congh, after I used other rem
The appearance of new weak spots further
el, and particularly for the purpose suggestion, although Imperial Chan- land
perfect right to sell the land and to to the grand jury,
hardening, however, nearly
edies that failed. It is more like a
make the representations to investors j it is largely on the advertising of making every part of the forest cellor Von Bethmann-Hollweno not ac- influenced traders, who took the all of the grain was lost. The close
may food than a medicine."
Standard shares was steady
refer to the subject in the course of cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer mid short side again.
which brought forth the wrath cf the matter contained in circulars and accessible to fire fighters and
to 1 cent higher.
Adv.
Co.
moved
Cross
un41 the weakin
debate
the
(led
Drug
the
letters
that
indecisively
of
contents
imperial
government.
parliament.
Oats, followed the course of other
personal
equipment. It has fire lookness of New Haven, Pennsylvania, grain. Shorts were the chief
Are Under Indictment
indictments are based. These letters out towers; telephone lines, which The naval authorities consider the
buyers.
PRINCE IS RECEIVED
Can and Tennessee Copper became
that
not
should
Don A. MounDay
D.
proposition
the
L.
govW.
are
Germany
and
claimed by
enable the forest officers
Provisions averaged easy in line
and circulars
to give
20
The
Oct.
presiWashington,
build
noticeable. Then the whole list with conditions at the yard. First
any warships while England is
MounDay, his wife, have been indict- ernment to have been both false and quick news of fire3 and to facilitate
ed on 12 separate and distinct counts, misleading in many respects and for the transaction of other forest busi- constructing or acquiring at least dent and Mrs. Wilson today received moved off. Union Pacific, Reading sales, which ranged from 5 cents off
500 delegates of the Women's Home
and various other issues were de- to a like advance, gave a fair idea
each charging fraudulent use of the that reason it is charged that the two ness; and fire lines along the moun- three cannot be discussed.
missionary society of the Methodist pressed a point or so. Bonds were of the trade.
mails. True bills against the Topeka defendants have violated the federal tain crests kept clear of inflammable
Episcopal church. Immediately af- irregular.
The closing quotations were as folpromoter and his wife were returned law regulatin;; the use of the mailB. material, so that fire may not easily
at the request of the state
terwards,
Sufficient buying power was creat- lows:
pass from one part of the forest to
by the federal jury sitting in LeavenENDORSES
department, the prince of. Monaco ed in the last half of the day to put
worth. The bills are returnable in
Wheat, Dec. 83; May 88.
another. Certain areas show homewas received.
the list well over the early low figDecember and the two defendants
steads' developed under dry farming
Corn, Dec. 67; May 69.
..
CliRIIEMY BILL
ures. The demand, however, was not
(
will be tried in Topeka at that itme.
and under irrigation, and one shows a
Oats, Dec. 38; May 41.
Indictments against MounDay and
tract which is being logged under
vigorous, and did not Impress the
Pork, Jan. $19.40; May $19.52.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
..
snnrt interest ereatlv.
bis wife indicate that the government
Lard, Jan. $10.32; May $10.47.
government regulation.
NEW
YORK
FINANCIAL
CONCERN
INSTITUwas prepared for the reverse ruling
Thg ast Baies were as follows:
Ribs, Jan. $10.25; May $10. 4o.
The model Is designed primarily to
TION SUGGESTS A FEW
Notice is hereby given to whom it Amalgamated Copper
73
of Judge Pollock relative to the re
Santa Fe, Oct 20. Dr. B. B. Mor- show the 'ways in which the nationt AMENDMENTS
may concern that Felipe B. Romero, gUgar
turn of the MounDay papers seized row of Muncle, Ind., who through a al forests are useful to farms within
.........107
the undersigned, was appointed on the; Atchison
.
When postofflce inspectors raided their letter to the secretary of state, and or near their boundaries.
.. 92
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
New York, Oct. 20. The New York 6th day of October A. D. 1913, admin- 106
offices in Topeka. None of the infor- its publication, received New Mexico
Pacific
Kansas City, Oct. 20. Hogs, receipts
Northern
It Indicates that the farmer on the chamber of commerce
today adopted istrator of the estate of Benigno Ro- mation contained in the records from literature by the sackful, where for- irrigated land has been able to se...160 7,000. Market steady. Bulk $7.95
Reading
the raids was permitted to he used in merly he could not receive a railroad cure his small patch of land within a resolution approving in the main mero, deceased, and all persons hav- - gouthern pacific
, 96 8.20; heavy $S8.20; packers and
the currency act now before con- ing claims against the estate of said
149
butchers $88.25; lights $7.908.20;
Tjnion Pacific
presenting the case to the federal folder, is evidently doing a little mis- a national forest because his strip
several amend- Benigno Romero, deceased, will pre- gress, but
55
United States Steel
prand jury and the 12 charges' against sionary work back; there, for today was better suited to agriculture, than ments. Onesuggested
pigs $6.507.75.
was the reduction of the sent the same within the time pre
105
United States Steel, pfd
theMounDays were based entirely on the secretary of state received an- to forest growth. He obtains all the number
Cattle, receipts 24,000.
Market
of federal reserve bank's to scribed by law.
evidence discovered by the govern- other letter from Muncie. This com- wood he needs for his domestic use
eteady to weak. Prime fed steers
not exceed four, with power to operF. B. ROMERO,
ment since the raid on the offices of munication came from Dr. B. S. free and can purchase additional ate branches
$8. 75(ff9. 25; dressed beef steers $7.50
in their own districts.
Administrator,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
the American Sujar Manufacturing Green, and he asked for the names of wood at a reasonable
8. 65; western steers $6.408.75;
price from the Another suggested that membership
and Refinin;; company in July.
Chicago, Oct. 20. Wheat today de- - southern steers
a number of publicity bureaus in the government. He grazes his milch in the federal reserve banks
$5.506.75; cows
be "made
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Neither. Mom Day nor his wife were state from which, as he expressed it, cows on the forest
veloped strength, owing to receipts $4.257; heifers $59; stockers and
of
without
such
to
range
the national
Importance
New York, Oct. 20. Speculative! northwest being much lighter than a feeders $5. 507. 50;
In the fede'iil court room when the a prospective resident of this state cost, and there is available
bulls $4.50
for his banks that it need not be made com
it.
Indictments were rend by the clerk. might obtain information regarding
conditions were little changed by
ago. Opening prices varied from 6.50; calves $5.508.75.
'
use abundant summer range where pulsory."
'
cent decline to
over the week-end- ,
in the week the two defend- As the secretary had no list of pub he
and al-- j
. cent
Market
Sheep, receipts 12,000.
A third recommended that existing! velopments
may graze, at a small cost per
outset
a
at
rose
the
with
moderate
ants had gone to Leavenworth, but licity bureaus In the state, he gave it head, sheep and cattle which he may bank notes be retired as
Lambs
subsequent
prices
steady.
yearlings
$6.256.75;
promptly as
MounDay is said to have returned to the same publicity he gave Dr. Mor carry over the winter on hay and Possible by the purchase by the gov day, the recovery was not enduring. rise all around. The close was steady $4.755.50;' wethers $44.75; ewes
adto & cent net higher.
"Topeka. Mrs. MounDay, it is assert- row's letter, that is published the
$3.404.25.
ernment at par of outstanding 2 per Shorts were less concerned over
fodder raised on his farm.
ed, is visiting in Kansas City. Un- dress In the state papers, confident
cent
some
or
bonds
ar
are
cattle
shown
on the
equitable
by
Grazing
der the order of the grand jury, the that the New Mexico boosters in the model at about the size of a
rangement by which the federal regrain
rest.
do
the
sections
would
bond of MounDay will be increased different
serve banks would take over these
of rice, and sheep in proportion.
Arrested for Burning Plant
from
to 17.000.
The bond of
On the area devoted to dry farm- bonds from the national banks.
James N. Darnell ot Portales has
This wife will remain, at $3,000. This
The fourth amendment proposed
it is shown that tree growth proarrested for complicity in the ing,
been
is the second time that the defendthat no more than five members of
tects the land from drying winds.
ants' bonds have been raised by court burning of the plant of the Elida A typical power stream, from the federal reserve board should be
order. Following the arrest of the News, according to Captain Fred For- - which is also taken for
irrigation, is appointed by the president; the fifth
defendants, Mrs. MounDay's bond was noff of the mounted police, who, has shown running through the forest. that the federal reserve be issued by
imade $1.000,. while that of her hus-ba- just returned from Portales. Darnell Running water is used in the model the federal reserve banks without
was fixed at $2,000. United States owns the plant, It Is said, and M. M. and adds to the
plcturesqueness of guarantee by the government.
"
Comissioner Lee Bond Increased the Bramlet bad been running It for him. the exhibit.
In Terrell, Tex.,
was
Bramlet
arrested
amount ot each, bond to $5,000 after
POPE IS REVERSED
and on the way1 back confessed and
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 20. The suhearing the evidence presented at the
implicated Darnell. Both are out on
preme court's decision today ln the
preliminary In Leavenworth in Aug- - a $5,000 bond
each, pending a prelim ASKS COMMERCIAL
Pueblo Indian case reverses Judge W.
ust.
hearing next Tuesday. The
H. Pope, In the United States vs.
It is probable that Hiram C. Root I inary
Elida News plant burnea July 24 and
and wife, who provided the present was insured for $3,000.
Felipe Sandoval, in which he held
CLUB FOR HELP that
the Indians were formerly citibond, will also qualify as surety for
New Incorporatiqn
zens
Mexico and under the treaties
of
he defendants on the present bonds.
The Columbus and North Star MerAbout 40 witnesses were called by cantile company filed
by which New Mexico became a part
incorporation
the government in presenting the ca.se papers with the state corporation ALAMAGORDO CHAMBER OF COM- of the United States came In as citiStein-Bloc- h
MERCE IS BOOSTING GOOD
zens and were subject to all the laws
to the grand jury. No information is commission today. It will have Its
ROADS BILL
of the United States. Interest in this
given as to the testimony of these headquarters at Magdalena, and Flavo
deliberadecision was keen because of the
as
the
jury
grand
witnesses,
Vigil will be the statutory agent The
Secretary W. H. Stars of, the Com- large number of additional voters
tions are behind closed doors. It is capital stock is $50,000, divided Into
mercial club this morning received a and taxpayers It would have created
asserted, however, that a number of $1 shares.? It starts business with ?2,
communication from the Alamogordo had he been upheld.
the witnesses used at the hearing 000 subscribed.
Chamber of Commerce Inclosing a reswere investors In the MounDay sugar
New.Dining Room Open
olution inviting ah the commercial
and land deals.
The first meal was served in the
One of the Important witnesses at new dining room of the penitentiary clubs of the state to join ln a move- DISMISSES CHARGE OF
Stein-Bloc- h
ment to endorse and recommend the
the hearing was a son of United toda noon. It Is a great improvement
a
of
bill
in
passage
procongress
5te(npIocj
States Senator Thomas B. Catron of over the old arrangement, when the
'KILLING ANTELUPE
for the granting of land to
New Mexico. It was with Senator meals were served in the corridors of viding
each of several western states for
Catron that MounDay held an option the old cell house. The new dining
the money to be used for the
discontract for the sale of the land
hall is 50x150 feet, but two rooms at sale,
ATTORNEY
WARD
repair and maintenance of DISTRICT
building,
of
land
the
the
end
east
of
are occupied by the the
department
posed
by
FOUND
EVIDENCE
NO
AGAINST
state. The
the
of
public
highways
the American Sugar Manufacturing kitchen and the bakery. The dining bill provides for the
A VAUGHN MAN
granting of 250,-00-0
and Refining company, of which cor-- i room proper is occupied by two rows
acres
land.
of
tables, seating nine at a
poration MounDay was general man- - of 1
District Attorney Charles ,W. G.
The immediate connection of the
-table. All seats face in the same di- agre and his wife secretary-treasureto the advancement Ward, who returned Saturday from a
commercial
clubs
Under the federal law, the maxl- - rection. In. other words, the men are of
any such cause as good roads In- business trip to Guadalupe county,
Stein-Bloc- k
Jmum penalty for conviction on each not grouped around the tables but
the Alamogordo club to send says the newly constructed automospired
seated
one
ot
a
side of each this resolution to
count
along only
charge of fraudulent use
all the chambers bile road to Santa Rosa is in excelof the mails, Is not to exceed five tabIe- - ft 13 possible- to add tables of commerce In the Btate. The local lent condition, making travel in that
Fears In the- f ederar prison at Leaven- - seating about 100 more, should
club will take action upon the matter direction enjoyable. Mr.. Ward moextreme'-Tho minimum penalty, under sion require. The 'present capacity at, the next
tored home from Santa Rosa in four
regular meeting.
(the revised federal law, is one year. soats about 300' The totaf number
35
hours and
- minutes, making the
Thus, the indictment of 12 counts, of Prlsoners is ,370, but counting out
to Parle . Springs ln two hours
INDIANS ARE WARDS
trip
means that the two defendants face:the oneS at the road camps, the
Washington, Oct. 20. The supreme end 25 minutes and coming the resentences of not less than era and the cooliS a11 remaining eat court
held that the Pueblo In- maining distance to Las Vegas in two
.
Theineiu today was dians today
H2 years nor more than
60 years, :at one timewere under the guardianship hours and 10 minutes.
a
made
on
account of
sPecial feafire
hould they be convicted on all of
Mr. Ward investigated the comof the government and liquor could
U was tTle first meal ln
jthe counts charged in the indictment tha fact tllat
into their country with plaint of the deputy game warden of
taken
not
be
new
r00m- and Pie was added to
The jury, however, mav find forth'"16
out violating the federal laws. The Guadalupe county that R. W. Simpdefendants on any one or all of thel the JeliSht of tha diners- - A phono- decision marks a long fight to. dis son of Vaughn had shot an antelope
graph concert and a short talk by
pounts on final trial of the case and Governor
Indians who have liv- contrary to the law. The district atMcDonald followed at the tinguish those
feach count operates as a separate
ed ln towns since long before the torney found no evidence
against
meal.
indictment and calls for a separate
first white settlement ln the United Simpson, and ordered the complaint
In United' States Cort
jfinding by the Jury. About two weeks
Judge William H. Pope of the Unit States, from the tribes which have dismissed.
fwill probably bo required to try the
The district attorney also filed
ed States district court has appointed been held to be wards of the
i
ease when it is called In. the federal
for the colection of unpaid
suits
Edward Fox United States commisrourt in Topeka in December.
taxes of several land grants for the
sioner at Clayton,
Troubles of the MounDaya began in
MAHER
APPOINTED
IS
past year. The suits aggregate about
The court will bold1 sessions in Ali'iune, when they attacked the Kansas
D. $40,000.
20. James
On the way home Mr. Ward
Oct
Washington,
lolue sky law and sought to have the buquerque Tuesday.
Maher was today appointed clerk of met a local automobile dealer with
XL . LAS VEGAS .
The
court
hold
ses
will
a
special
w t. declared
5
unconstitutional. Prior sion, without
on the supreme court to succeed the late two Ford cars for delivery in GuadRoswell,
iij
Jury,
o the filing of the suit, the Moun-:s:iMonday, November
10, to take up fames If. Kenny. Mr. Maher began alupe county. Julius Moise and the
through a number of agents, bad some; equity, cases as well as other 'is conection with the court 48 years Gallegos brothers were the
J'-'
thij purchase and future deliver-- 1 matters. ;
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to the "Standard" model, suit
or overcoat, tailored by
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Colonel R. E. fwitchell returned
MAY
last night from a short business visit
in Albuquerque.
M. A. Van Houten of Shoemaker,
who has been in Oregon for the past
several weeks, returned to his home
P. W. Doolin of Watrous was a bus
this afternoon.
to the individual or concern with uninvested funds 2 per cent interest on the average of
iness visitor in Las Vegas today.
Dr. W. T., Brown of the Valmora
Miss Frances Myers returned last
daily balances in your checking: account. Your funds are not "tied up. " Always suject to
LAMY
sanitarium, returned this afternoon
a
short visit with friends from an extended
night from
check, yet a source of income to you. Cons'der this. The facilities of our commercial detrip in different
iu Albuquerque.
of Illinois.
parts
;
::- ATi's. Ella Zybach o Denver came in
partment are second to none
Mrs. M. C, Harris arrived in Las .TONY CAPPALLUCCI
PROMOTER TRY
NARROWLY ALBUQUERQUE
several
a
afternoon
for
yesterday
from her home at
ING TO ARRANGE A BOUT
ESCAPES DEATH UNDER
J Vegas yesterday
weeks' stay here.
Los Angeles and will be the guest of
TRAIN
A
FOR THIS WEEK
.
Charles S. Rogers left this after- - Mrs. Charles Rosenthal for several
noon for Albuquerque, called there to weeks.
.
It was announced here today that
Tony Cappallucci, a navtie of Italy,
serve on the United States jury.
Judge David J. Leahy has returned narrowly escaped death Saturday
Benny Chavez, Stanley Yoakum and
C. J. Dawe of the C. S. Mowery
rt Louis
San Juau county where he held ernoon at Lamy, when he fell
Newman will pass through Las
Mercantile comany or Denver, was a
last week for Judge E. C. 'tween the station platform and the Vegas this week on their way to Cal
business visitor in. Las Vegas today, Abbott.
track, on 'which train No. 1 was pass- - ifornia, where Chavez is matched to the elevator, it is thought, perished
Mr. and" Mrs. Bernard Pratte of
well known com- - inS- - Cappallucci received numerous meet Eddie Campi on November 4. in the blaze. He did not turn in the
the
Sol
Harris,
Denver were visitors' in Las Vegas
WMGOU
AH
mercial man of Albuquerque, came in Injuries such as scratches, and suf- Chavez and Yoakum will make the alarm last night, though he is supposyesterday on their way to California. this
Minimum
at
fered a broken wrist.
Deliveries
while
Insures
will
Newman
as
Expense
Prompt
Mora
fighters
a
trip
from
ed
short
to
for
in
have
been
the hr:'"morning
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
Cappullucci was a passenger on act as manager.
business visit.
arch is being made for him.
Miguel bank, returned last night from
Mark Levy of the New Mexico Ath
satisfy. Durable in construction, teiiable in operation cheaper than horse power
A. Sena returned last night from train No. 1 and was on his way to
A,
Albuquerque, where he spent Sunday
California from his home in Italy. He letic club at Albuquerque, is making
.
where
he
has
Kas.,
DE
LUXE
Leavenworth,
TO
START
1
n I. n t. m
on a short business vis.it.
to
but
left
at
a
the
for
train
for
card
be
atlunch,
arrangements
Lamy
staged
the
for
several
been
The Santa Fe will begin the de luxe
past
days
Attorney Herbert Clark left yesevidently did not hear the conductor at the Duke City the latter part of service December 1G. Train No. 19
tending the MounDay hearing.
where
Santa
for
Fa,
afternoon
terday
C. W. McGo'vern, who has been em- cal "all abroad" when the train start- the week with Chavez and Yoakum will leave Chicago and train No. 20
be will be on business ror several
r .1 r
ployed, by the Santa Fe here, left this ed to leave. He saw the train mov- and two other boys as attractions. Los Angeles that date for their' first
ing and started on a run to catch It. An opponent has not been secured trips. No. 19 will arrive here Thurs
will
he
where
El
afternoon
for
Paso,
in
Sat
came
of
Mora
Mrs. D. Cassidy
.
I
take a position with another com- - While running along the side of the f6r Chavez, but Yoakum probably day, December l, and No. 20 Wednesurday evening and will ue a visitor
now
ha
who
is
will
and
meet
train
fell,
Shafer,
moving
slipped
Harry
December
on
pany,
day,
17,
the
next
few
running
the
with friends here for
under in Albuquerque. ' Shafer is willing to same schedule which these trains ran
Mr. and Mrs. II. L. Kingsbury and barely escaping falling directly
days.
was
train
wheels.
the
The
stopped, meet the "iron man'' and this
on last winter. The trains will make
Miss Helen Nahm left this after-- j two daughters of San Diego, Cal., ar- as it was
man was killed.
the
thought
t
probably will be completed. two trips before Christmas and after
.rm.
noon for Albuquerque, where she rived in Las Vegas Saturday evening
was turned over a doctor
Newman and his fighters will pass that they will run
Cappallucci
several
here
Mrs.
every
of
Charles
will
remain
for
regularly
and
days
will visit as the guest
at Lamy and left that place on the through Las Vegas some time this week until
as visitors.
spring, when the service
Kohn for the next few days,
ex
next train for California.
an
week, and if arrangements for
will be discontinued for the summer.
Dr. M. F. Des Marias left yesterS. G. Hanna, a well known business
4
hibition at Albuquerque .cannot be The de luxe train this year will be
man of San Marcial, arrived in Las day afternoon for Kansas City and
continue
win
their
the
made
fighters
made
an
of
busiup
equipment,
Vegas yesterday afternoon and will be Chicago, where he will be on
:
BISHOP IS CHOSEN FOR way to California.
improvement over last year. The
a business visitor here for several ness for several weeks. He also will
Pullman company's shops, it is bevisit In Oklahoma.
days'.
im-Tnir-r
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL
lieved, will have the cars for these
of
C. K. Kinliel, local' representative
Mr. and Mre. A. S. r.hoden
LtiLAIuy
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from
Yale, 37; Lehigh, 0.
trains completed by the time the
;!i
Stockton, Cal., passed through Las for the New York Life Insurance
6
of
Maine,
Tufts, 20; University
service is begun. Trains No. 3 and 4
ELF ELD COMPAUY,
Vegas yesterday afternoon on their company, left this afternoon for SanHarvard, 47; Holy Cross, 7.
now have been nearly completely
way home from Illinois where they ta Fe, where he will be on business F. B. HOWDEN OF GEORGETOWN
0.
i Lafayette, 19; Swarthmore,
equipped with steel cars and the de
ELECTED BY EPISCOPAL
have been visiting. They are travel- for a short time.
and Jefferson, 17; luxe will be the next. Some doubt
Washington
CONVENTION
automobile.
and
K.
an
in
Lowrie
Mrs.
R.
daughter,
ing
Pennsylvania State, 0.
was expressed locally as to whether
a
Miss D. B. Lowrie, left this afternoon
John Rumohr, 3ay clerk at the
Aggies, 12; Michigan,
Michigan
the de luxe service would be conaft20.
Four
tfork
New
Oct.
after
New
returned
at
for
York,
home
their
yesterday
city
hotel,
Oberlin, 0; Ohio State, 0.
tinued this winter but official anernoon from an extended trip in the having been visitors in Las Vegas for
bishops of the Protestant Epis
Chicago, 23; Ohio, 6.
has been made that these
nouncement
were
elected
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CASE IS
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TOWER

OLD HAUNTED WATCH

CLING TO THEIR OWN

WAYS

Hard
Tragic but Interesting History of One Many Reason Why It Has Been
to Advance Civilization in tne
of Spain's Old Forts at San
Congo Free State.
Juan, Porto Rico.

BE TRIED

Unless the Insular
government can be moved to act, and
act quick, the famous "haunted"
watch tower of San Juan, Porto Rico,
which for half a century has fairly
reeked with mystery, will disappear
under-minebeneath the waves which have
its foundations. This melanof
choly relic of the vanished glory
Snnin's ernDire In the west now hangs
over the boiling tide rip,
wnch nas gnawed ceaselessly for 300
years. Originally a part ot tne outer
defenses of the great fort of San Cristobal, which was built by the Spanish
San Juan, P. R.

SOON
OF
IS ACCUSED
SENDING OBSCENE MATTER
MAILS
THROUGH

SOUTHERNER

Here is an instance of how slavery
la carried on la the Congo: We had
in our echool a boy named Chiwahe.
One day messengers arrived with the
news that Chiwahe's father was dead,
another man wounded, and that his
mother and her children had been
taken slaves. In the course of the
next few days we. got the details. A
t
named Samalonga had owed
a slave for some years to another sub- chief. At last, being wearied of con
stant dinning, and poesibly fearing an
attack, he had made a night raid on
his small village, killed one man,
ana naa
wounded another badly,
seized all the women and children and
everything of value in the village, and
marched off. In telling the story me
natives repeated asserted that Samalonga had had no previous trouble
with Chiwahe's father, and they
laughed heartily as if it were rather a
good joke on the dead man that he
had been thus involved.
In a year's time several such mur
ders were perpetrated in our vicinity.
Every man carried a gun if he ventured out of his .village. Kazembe
ridded himself of a troublesome adversary by shooting him down in cold
blood. "That Is the way of our fathers." he said proudly. And, natu
rally, he resented the interference of
European government. unnsuan
Herald.

20,

1913.
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Whaling Industry.
Now Figures Chiefly as Summer Re
sortPeople Have Rescued Many
From Shipwreck Seek $100,000
for Erection of Hospital.

CHAPMAN
II

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

M.

i

FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

102 Meets every Monday' night 1
Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
sach month. Yisitint dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, PresiA brothers cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O H.
Wm. P. Mills, Baily, Treasurer.
H. S .an Petten, Secretary.
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"Tha eonstable ah!" Jack slipped
his cheque booh into bis pocket and
faned ilie massiva form ef the tillage
He waa tii kis shirtsleeves
officer,
and on the lapel of bis Vest was pinned

Story of the Troubles of Twa
Girl Farmers, Their figs
.

teat with yea," she

We
He

of office

ed Jack Fenway with a dubi-- '
liVfei'in. MWall Mr, Fenway, eeems
:e yen kia git Inter more trouble
vita thai there car of youra than any
;
her autymoblllBt I ever aawlw
"Oh, hello, Benson, tVa you, la

and Lovers.

By MARION GORDON.
"0&, Gertrude I am sick of hogs!"
trailed Alicia as she followed her cou
la toward tid Wg eeaeat pea wher
Jack amiably,
t&e pedigreed Chester were rooting greeted
ftreand la Uncomfortable cleanliness. eua"Yep, It's me. It waa aeven chick
and a cow last wet! It what la it
"To coat raise prise farm etocfc
I dtdnt understand what
Miss
now,
toftfteut eola$ in contact with many Alicia cald when alia
telephoned Y Ha
B4leaBaBt things," ratcrted G rtrude
peered under the car whilo Jack
pulling bet hn: down over ttr turned an Inquiring eye toward the
hair..
0feUy braided and coiled
houae ia search, of the second
"t wlefi w aada't J;dded hags to tfta
woman, But Alicia waa in
tarrt, anyway, went on Alicia di8con the cafe aaolttslon of the arbor near
pets tho
fcentsdly; "the oowa are
fata.
la too raacinUnj
and poultry
"A hawgi By cum, Mlas Lea, U'a
feog&,
Ugb!"
,
mm of your proa erlttarsl" ha
tamed a dart, weatheraymnat&nttoally.
beaten fac toward h?r pretty partnr,
"It la, lOt. Benson, and I think this
"Xovt can fusa all you want to, AllcU,
ibould ba arrested," ald Gertrude sebut yon will find that Us Custers will
verely,
carry oft the first prize at the county
"Taint no use, Mies Lee, twont
fxu-an-d
tt averytblng does as well,
him none; he's been arrested
punish
Califor
to
that
we
take
may
trip
why
twice
ta
the bat month tor oyer
nia next winter.
besides ail them chickens
speeding
so
tt Uncle Gregory hadnt been
and a cow last week. 111 take him over
th
us
left
would
have
he
ausjslcious
to the justice, if you want to enter a
money outright Instead of stipulating complaint, though."
that we most show ourselves capable
"I've offered to replace the hog,"
of self aupjwrt for two years."
said J :&;.
our
was
startlaii
idea
a
"It
great
"Letter lot hira do it. Miss Lee,"
this stock farm J I Just wish unch
B&nson.
"I'll stand guarantee
urtd
were alive now ta seo how well we for him
doing so."
have managed," triumphed Gertrude
"Yery well, Mr. Benson and I wish
"And that sneerins Jack Fenway,
you would call one of my men and get
tool"
th that h h hog away; I never
"Gertrude yon ought to give Sam want to see it again!" And Gertrude
Halliday soma credit; If he hadn't whirled about and disappeared through
been such a splendid neighbor we

ttr

te

pfect

rWi

(lrtrde

'

-

eonldnt have accomplished a thing!
lira. Wells said the other day that
this was practically Sam Halllday's
success not ours!" Alicia was talking very fast
Miss Lee flushed Indignantly but
said nothing. She pumped 4 pall of
water and carried it to the pig pen,
swaying gracefully at hip and Bhoulder
as she walked. Her short skirtB betrayed high brown boots laced snugly over her slender ankles and she
skipped with agility through the gate
and out of the way of the lumbering
porkers. From her ample pocket she
produced a small box of soap powder.
She sprinkled the powder on the
largest hog, dipped a stiff broom In
the water pail and proceeded to
scrub the bristles of the prize hog until he was a fluff of snowy sud3 from
snout to twisted tail.
"He looks like a meringue," giggled
Alicia balancing herself on the wide
coping of the cement wall.
of
A that moment a stinging dab
soap entered the eye of the prize hog.
With one anguished squeal he broke
loose and banged
against the unlatched gate of tlie pen. The gate
swung outward and away went the
frightened animal across the barnyard,
down the hollyhock-borderepath, out
of the gate, and straight toward the
road that ran past the White farm
Gertrude flung aside her broom and
followed him. Alicia slipped from the
wall and ran after Gertrude. Just as
the two girls reached the gate a long
gray motor car swept swiftly down
the hill; there was just time to note
that the chauffer's eyes were dreamily
fired on the peak of Old Man mountain when the tragedy happened.
There was a startled hoot from the
siren of the car that mingled with
the dying squeal of the prize porker.
The car jerked heavily and came to
a standstill Just as Gertrude, white-lippeand with two burning spots in
her cheeks, flew across the intervening space to the side of the car.
"And then he woke up!" she cried
with bitter sarcasm as she faced the
bewildered young man at the steering

'

wheel.
, "By Jove, what have I done nowT"
he groaned as he got out and peered
under the car. "Oh, a hog!" he cried

with relief,
"Only a hog," sneered Gertrude, unpleasantly. "Only the sole means of
livelihood of two women who are trying to be
I don't know' what td
; "I'm sorry
say!" stammered Jack Fenway contritely. "I was looking at the mountain peak yonder and thought I had a
clear road ahead but that's no excuse."
"No, it isn't. You see this is an unusual hog we were raising it for the
county fair; we have toiled all summer over these hogs and now!" Gertrude's voice quavered alarmingly.
Jack's fumbling hand found his
cheque book. "I must insist upon paying for the hog," he said practically.
"If you will tell me, its value and add
to it the amount of the prize you expected to take, I shall be happy to refund you the money."
"Of course we might not have taken
a prize but it was for the pair of
Cheaters that we were striving. We
would rather have the hog and get the
prize the honor belongs to the White
farm," explained Gertrude coldly.
Jack thought rapidly. He was willing to do anything to placate this
angry young woman.' His face brighti

.

-

ened.
' "I have a friend over at Redcote
who has a fancy farm. I'm sure he
will let me have a prize hog," he said
eagerly. "I'll go over there now."
Gertrude frowned. "That wouldn't
be the product of the White farm,"
phe said in a shocked tone.
"In a way it would you might say
insisted Jack.
it was a
"Come, Miss er madam, let us have
eome understanding in the matter
I'm eorry about the hog but I want to
do what 1b right"
"A praiseworthy sentiment," sneered
5ertrndo. her eye on a swiftly advancing masculine 'orm. "The constable

stared after her
"Well, by gum, I never expected to see her crying over a dead
bawg," he'muttered.
The next morning the woman farmers were busy about the pig pen where
the solitary prize pig was submitted
to a bath. The ceremony was punctuated by his approving grunts and so
absorbed were the fair farmers that,
they did not see Jack Fenway's gray
car enter the yard nor were they
aware of his presence until the siren
uttered a warning wall.
At sight of the car and its occupants Alicia Lee screamed loudly and
fainted in the arms of her exasperated
cousin.
Gertrude staggered out of
the pig pen with her burden thankful
to have Sam Halliday Jump from the
car and relieve her of her charge.
"Just put her On the grass anyj
where," said Gertrude tartly; "I can't
see why she should be so surprised to
see Jack Fenway In that costume
I've been expecting it all my life." la
epite of her bravado Gertrude did look
a little startled at the unusual sight.
chauffeur sat at the
A wooden-facewheel of the handsome car and in the
tonneau was Constable Benscn his
face alarmingly red with the importance of his mission.
was
Jack Fenway
Beside him
garbed in a hideous suit of white and
black striped flannels and the stripes
ran around and around in the most
manner; and Jack Fenwas
shaved and he looked
head
way's
convict
very much like a
as he faced the obdurate cousin of the
girl he loved.
"See what you have done, Gertrude," his reproachful glance seemed

'

"What's all this, Sam?" asked
trude, clinging to the lapel of Mr. Halliday 's coat.
Constable Benson spoke up. "He
couldn't find no hawg, miss, so we're
Jailing him. I'm afraid he's a hard
character, he is!"
"Shut up," muttered Jack politely.
He leaned over and beckoned Gertrude
to him. "Say, Gertie, it's a Joke you
don't think Alicia ifl dead, do you?"
"No Jack, why can't you let us
alone until we live out the term of
uncle's will?" demanded Gertrude.
"I'm engaged to Alicia and no Wrhite
farms and prize hogs will separate me
from the girl I love," declared Jack
sternly. "Gertrude, I've worn out
three pairs of tires running back and
forth past this place and T've beeh arrested for speeding and fined for kill
ing innocent critters only one thin?
Ger-

if you and Alicia won t allow

r, mains;
me to visit the White farm, why Benson here can take me to jail!"
Unconsciously
Gertrude wavered.
her hand was. sMi.l gripping the lapel
of Mr. Halliiky'fl coat and his big
over her
brown hand hnd closed
smaller one. Also she was leaning
against him. ever o fllgh;iy
"If you're i
Jack's eyes
engaged to Halliday. Ortie, you ought
to be," he snapp"d suddenly.
"She is!" retorted Halliday quickly
and his arm closed around her before
she could withdraw.
"Then you ought not to come between Alicia and me," said Jack grimly, and he jumped, clown and went toward Alicia who was standing starin?
at him with dazed, troubled eyes.
"Jack," she cried, suddenly, "if you
no to Jail I shall go with you, sio
.

there!"

FRANCE OLDEST
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This is not an American Joke.

The
reader is solemnly warned that it
is of German extraction.
Germans,
as everybody knows, like their jests
broad and brutal. The victim of this
one was Cousin Hugo.
It seenis Cousin Hugo made a night
of it and got home as the small hour ;
began to cease to be so small. As
he climbed the stairs he stumbled (in
spite of the most elaborate care) and
rolled down into the hall below. The
consequence, for Cousin Hugo is not
so young as he used to be, was a broken collarbone and a strained back.
Ahead even of the milkman, then,
came the family doctor, an estimable
old gentleman,
and
administered
soothing words while he encased the

patient in plaster.
"I know, my dear sir," he said, "that
it hurts like the deuce, but It is not
a bit dangerous. Ail the same you'll
have to stay in bed for a while. You
sot a nasty fall.' How did it happen?
Was it dark?"
"It was not, doctor," replied Cousin
Hugo with some asperity, "It waa
light."
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back to the fifteenth century, but this
is quite misleading, for, although this
Interesting wood and plaster building
is over 560 years old and is almost
certainly the oldest building In the
city of London occupied as a tavern,
its present license does not go back
more than sixty years, if as much.
Shepherd has a print of it as a hairdresser's shop, and there was an ear- -
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Curing Wood.
A
Wood has contagious diseases!
.stick of wood in a lumber yard may be
;iek and infect other timbers, which
inter may develop the disease when
iliey are supporting weights in a new
building. Some of the diseases are so
contagious that in a building they will
jump several feet across masonry or
brick to some stick of healthy wood.
Cures were recently discussed by the
American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers,
Most of the diseases are varieties of
dry rot (caused by a fungus, and most
of the varieties of dry rot, fungus! cannot stand heat much over 100 degrees;
bo the most likely cure Is to close a
building up tight, if any beams are infected, and heat it up to 120 or 110 decrees. ISven this is not always successful, for ends of beams are burled

the outer brick walls and the heat
them. Saturday Eves
ning Post,
in

nay not reach

Says Ants Do Not
Coinetz, a practised observer of
.,;t;3ct life, asserts that ants know
in their social
'.tiling of
in proof he cites an experiment
v Inch
any one can repeat. Oiler an
i!iU. a piece of cheese shaped like a
i.UUle; it seizes the tip, turns it
di-r bout aud starts
dragging it in the i
lion of its nest. Other ants arrive
nd seize the cheese by its sides. It
continues to advance, but more slowly.
'i?r is no united effort; each ant
ia trying to turn the crumb of cheese
around. If we chase off the ants on
thH right the cheese will turn to the
right, for the other ants are pushing
it. Chase off those on the left and it
turns to the left for the same reason.
CbBce off the one that is pulling it and
it stands still, for the ants on each sl3e
counteract each other,
M. Cornetz holds thia a proof that
each ant is acting for himself alone.
M.

:

And it was during this gentral
reconciliation that the remaining prize
hog ran away and was never recovered but when October came the women fanners were so busy over wedding
finery that they forgot all about the
county fair.
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

Dick vVhit ting ton Tavern.
Her print In the Grace collection showing that the business of a butcher was
then being carried on there.
A year or two ago Ye Olde Dick
Whittington and other quaint relics in
Cloth Fair were threatened with destruction, for the surveyors were busy
taking measurements for a new thoroughfare from Long Lane to Alders-gatstreet. At that time the Daily
Graphic published drawings of one or
two of the wooden houses in the
neighborhood, which have since been
taken down.
There are atlh' many relics of fifteenth and jixteenth century London
in Cloth Fair, clinging about the
splendid church of St. Bartholomew

the Great. The earl of Warwick's
let out in single apartments,
bears to this day the Warwick arms.
Hard by Le Soeur, King Charles
sculptor, lived, and Milton hid there
for a while awaiting the act of obhouse,

livion.
Ye Olde Dick Whittington, which
with some of its neighbors, recalls so
much of London's history, is still so
picturesque as to be well worth e
visit.

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of . all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AISfD

A

HORSE

GOES

ON A STRIKE

Ingenious Tricks of a Former
Pony to Avoid Her Daily

i-a- s
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BUSINESS CARDS

Pole

Work.

Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure sure to interest

'

St. Louis. Nellie, a delivery horse
of Clayton, either is an expert dissembler or her ailments are such thai
they baffle veterinary surgeons. Aftei
completing a vacation of three weeks
she pulled the light delivery wagoD
willingly until she was about to be
taken over the route again in the
evening, when she lay down on the
ground and groaned.
A veterinary worked with the ani
mnl two hours, took her temperalurt
and looked .for symptoms of variouE
aiuiiunts, but iound none. He declared Nellie was "stalling," but sht

All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

refused to get up. Several spectators
then helped roll the horse down s
small embankment
This aroused Nellie's anger and the
jumped up and kicked her heels about
tlio barn lot. Her owner, V.'illian
tha!
Schoepker, a grocer,
Nellie's vacation will not be extended
Nellie was once a polo pony. Onf
of her specialties has been to preie.uc
to bo lame in order to get a holiday
or extended vacation. Sometimes
limp was in the left hind foot a::i
occasionally it shifted to the rip1;
hind foot. On each occasion a voter
ii.iary said the animal v.as In roo-uealth.

f
V
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"David and Solomon anc
Chicago.
some other patriarchs were excellent
men as judged by the standards cl
their own time but they would not b'
admitted to membership in the Churc':
of today," said Rev. John Thompo
of Chicago, at the Doeplaines com
meeting, illustrating his contention
that the world is growing better.
"There cccts to be mere crime
-vil than ever," he continued, "but thi
Is because, through the world-searcing enterprise of the newspapers w
V
hear more about it."
Tho speaker said that the riso oi
golf, baseball and other outdoor sport?
was a sign of improving moral stand
erds.

PHONE' MAIN'

.2

h

Home for Unmarried Women.
York, Fa. The will of Miss Anna L.
Gardner, which was probated here,

sets aside $400,000 for tho erection
and maintenance of a home in this
city for aged and unmarried; women
,

,

J

1

Biblical Patriarchs Not Fit for Churc;
Membership, Says Chicago
Minister.

-

o

One

THE WORLD GROWING BETTE!'

of Pennsylvania.-

J

you.
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China "Called" Livingstone.
It is not generally known that Livingstone originally had the intention
of devoting himself to the work of "a
pioneer of Christianity in China." It
was as such that he offered himselt
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure Newspato the London Missionary society In
per Syndicate.)
1S37, but when he had received his
His Nature.
diploma from the faculty of physicians
"What caused you to walk out of iud surgeons in 1S10, he found China
closed to him, as Great Britain was
prison in that offhand way?"
"Well," replied the recaptured con- then at war with the country. It
vict. "I suppose it waa the same his meeting with Moffat, who had rething that made me leave home in cently returned from South Africa,
that led Ms steps to the Dark
the first plaoe. It's r case of

u
n
o
o

'

But perhaps you are not a
New York Evening Post.

xc-- j

It is said that the license of Ye
Olde Dick Whittington tavern, in Cloth
Fair, Smithfield, is about to be abolished under the compensation act.
One has read that the license dates

There Is a Point to

This Imported
Joke, But Perhaps You Will Have
To Look for It

1913.

V,

GIVE THIS A LITTLE THOUGHT

heart-breakin- g

to say.

IN

A typical French dinner not an
exceptional one, mark you, but such
a dinner as a small tradesman's family would have Is incomparably superior to the plain roast dinner.
There would be, first of all, a few
relishes, according to the season of
the year. Radishes, ice cold, sardines,
olives, caviar. JuBt a little of each
with which to awaken the appetite;
then the soup to excite gently the
liquids of the throat and stomach,
then a little entree usually a bit of
fish with its appropriate vegetable,
or a handful of vegetables flavored
with meat sauce. Then, and not till
then, does the chief course appear.
It may be a roast, or game, or
chicken, or chops, but in no case will
It be anything which la not in har
mony with the previous courses and it
will be eaten in moderation, for the
edge of the diner's appetite will have
been dulled by the lighter foods which
have preceded it With it comes the
salad varied throughout the year by
all the possible changes of the season, and never, never by any possi
bility will It be such a dreadful green
hybrid as the romaine,
strawberry
fcnd green pepper thing. After the
salad there will be fruit or mellow
cheese, and then coffee. It will take
two hours to eat such a dinner, but it
will take only half what the typical
American dinner costs to pay for it,
and there will be no indigestion aft
erward, no matter of what the din
ner is composed. Princess Hassan in
an Interview by Louise Rice in the
Delineator.

Benson

d

DINNER

Princess Hassan Tells of a Meal and License of Ye Olde Dick Whittlngton
Its Service In the Land of
Inn in Cloth Fair, Smithfield,
True Epicures.
to Be Abolished.

the gate.
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OFFICE IN TOWN
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Cranberries

Celery

(j

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

BLUE SEKBE SUITS

6:05

FOR KEN AND ICONS MtN
Navy blue serjje

Try a dram of Old Taylor uouroon

at the Opera Bar.

Potatoes

ancy La Cueva apples
at Papen's Adv.

$1.60

Adv.

specially
tailored by

per

Adler Rochester

box,

D. D. Mate, clerk
In ta-- i C.
Boucher grocery store, is ll with an
attack of appendidlcits.

H. Steams

j.

Finch't Golaen Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the LAbby, of course.
AdT.

Grocer

There will be a rehearsal of the
Greater Las Vegas band tomorrow
night All members are requested to

?2L

BWtnnsf
Clothes

The ladies of A. Paul's Guild will
hold a bakery sale Saturday, October
25 beginning at 2 o'clock, in Graaf
and Hayward's butcher shop. Adv.

3

may not make the
man, but good clothes have
got many a man a good job.

Ramon

crothos'-1JL

7

'

The same

price

the world

over"

save from $3 to $8
in cold cash, for a

V

STYLEPLUS suit
at $17, will make
you as stylishly and
correctly dressed as
the best $20 to $25
suit you can buy
any where from any
body.
Be a

winner

wear a STYLEPLUS
suit ours is the only
store in town that sells
'em.

I
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J

Vegas
BE SURE and SEE OUR NEW FALL LINE

J. C. JOHNSEN

.

"TAICHERT'O
1

Comet Garments for

WOOD'S

I lie

3

Clolhinjj Stor- e-

15he
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PALACE
CL0.C0.
BEN LEWIS,

Prop
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It Is Commonly

I

Nkht-Trad- e

Agoreed

I

This picture tells a wory

LECTURE

WAS EASY T

v

i

'"ire

to success-

well-know- n

ful business men
mothers

aruon

FOLLOW

Chavez

for the past two days, especially yesterday, and the sprinkler wiii be popular immediately upon its release
from the wagon hospital, where it has
been undergoing an operation for a
rupture of the side, received when
it turned over last week. -- Mac"
Evans, who has been of the wagon
since the accident, will again take
the pledge and stay on the bos: uniil
he is forcibly removed

C

''Cti I"'..

Center ot

Moo

;f

The story of

good

taste

who know the value
p
tha p
fjocd clothiirg

oi

?q

attracting
power

a perfect

combination of
style, qually and value jou
will find in no other childs
suit. Your boy's suit should
do more than merely clothe
him

trade-- ,

the

X1RAGCGB represents
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The Styles and Fa- brics shown by us for Fall

j
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iee us.

u

Las Vefjas Light

and Power Co.
N

j

E. Las

j

are handsomer than ever
before.

Vcas, -

Jefferson Raynolds,
E. D, Raynolds,

Vice

President

Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

EE

Ask your suecessful business
friends about them
and then come and

ST HA

XTRAGQOft
Suit.

bigns

ji

clothing him in an

I

Mazda

l&

of

conventional
lines, it should worthly re.
present him and you can
best accomplish this by

g

Best of all, you

V?
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T
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StyleplUSd-1-

Makes our store th Rug Headquarters for

We also can show you a large selection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we will sell
for $12.95. $15.00 and $18.00.
We will press suits bought from
us, once a month for one year free.

of Precinct 15 ap
peared at the court house Saturday
afternoon to apply for $4, as bounty
upon two coyotes killed by him re EXPLANATION OF ULTRA-VIOLERAYS WAS COMPLETE BUT
cently near his home.
, NOT TOO TECHNICAL
The Ladies'
Aid society of the
So clear was Professor Montraville
First Methodist church will meet
with Mrs. Mabel E. Hall at the Nor- Wood's explanation of the workings
mal dormitory tomorow afternoon at of the ultra-violray and the gyroAll members
2;;!0 o'clock.
and scope at his scientific lecture at the
Duncan opera house Saturday night,
friends aro requested to be present.
that every person who heard him
Joe Canpo :i was a Testa i Satur was enabled to gain a practical
day evening by Santa Fe OM-.e- - Raels knowledge of these two interesting
back; on the charge of ttesyadsin? marvels of the world of science.
This morning, when brcugnt before
Professor Wood did not attempt to
Judge D, R. Murray tba man was use
phrases. His regiven 60 dfays in jail as a reminder marks were rather on the line of a
that lie must stay off 'a'", way piop- - talk by a college instructor to his puerty.
pils. Professor Wood and his daughter. Miss Allene Wood, performed a
Yesterday
morning about 4:30 number of Interesting feats with the
o'clock a fire broke out in the rear of ultra-violray, showing that it Is
the Sig Nabm property on Douglas possible to. utilize it in many advan
avenue. The alarm was responded to tageous
ways in artificial lighting.
by both fire departments. The fire
Practical demonstrations of the gyoriginated in a wood pile, and little roscope also were given. Professor
damage resulted as the flames were Wood showed how this instrument
quickly extinguished.
makes it possible for aviators to fly
successfully with little danger of losThe "mayor's sprinkling can" will
ing
theirt equilibrium or falling. The
be on the streets tomorrow, accordproved to be the most
gyroscope
ing to announcement thi3 morning. tractable of instruments when
proper
The city has been entirely too dry
ly handled; but impossible to divert

Appearance counts for much-s- ay
what you will, the winner in
business or social circles is usually
the
man.
Be a winner be successful wear
well-dress-

1

THE FINEST HUGS AT
THE LOWEST PRICES

S25.00

;

Dr. J. B. Jenkins, formerly a res.
dent of Las Vegas, Is now located
at Raton, according t.o. iiformatioa
received here 'this mornins.

.

The SAME SLTT would sell
elsewhere for $32.50

'

be present.

Jsrr

7

to sell for

The W. C. T. U. will meet tomor
row afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
home of Mrs. John Shank.

Seal Shipt Oysters

1913.
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Fancy Spanola comb boney,'20c, 2
for 3,"c, at Papen's Adv.

New Jersey Sweet

I

OCTOBER
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Nejv He.A.

President.

S. B. Davis,
H.

Vice President.
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier

EfiCER

from its original course. Professor
Wood used the gyroscope to show
that monorail traffic lines are not mU 'nir'i'tiionly a possibility, but likely will be
the mode of travel In the future.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
The lecture greatly pleased the audience. Professor Wood said that he SPANISH lessons by an easy and
materials
is looking for radio-activpractical method. 1215 Mora avein the parts of the country through
nue. East Las Vegas, N. M. Prof.
which he travels. He took a trip
D. Trambley.
into the country with Secretary
of the Y. M. C. A.' yesterday and FOR SALE No. 7 Remington type-,- .
secured a number of samples of
writer, 22 Winchester ririe. Apply
rocks.
B., Optic.
Professor Wood appeared as the
second number of the Y. M. C.
'WlfH-

FIRST NATIONAL BANfi

e

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M

Le-Noi-r.

"Las

Vegas makes entirely too
a fire," said an irate
citizen yesterday morning on his way
to Sunday school. "Take this morning, for instance. The siren whistle
blew for at least ten minutes. Then
the East side and West side fire station bells rang. Then the siren blew
some more.
The fire companies
went out and attended to the work In
hand. When they returned, the East
side department rang the big alarm
bell in the city hall at least a dozen
thru at intervals of a half a minute
apart. I tell you I was pretty sore,
being waked up so often because of
a dinky fire. I seems to me there
could be an arrangement made for
just enough whistling and hell ring
ing to notify .the volunteer members
of the two departments. Then, should
an unusually dangerous conflagration
occur, a second alarm could be riv
en. I gee no reason for ringing the
bells after the fire companies return
to their stations."
much fuss over

The Store of

Clothing
Economy
The
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OF
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EATABLE
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CO.
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Our

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scoue of Good Banliinfi.

The reception that is to be given
in honor of the Lxihln New Mexico
Motion Picture company tonight at)
the Elks' club by members of the
lodge will start at 9 o'clock. This
affair promises to be one of the most
enjoyable events ever given at the
club, and no doubt the attendance
will be large. All Elks and their ladies are invited to be present.
DENIES THE REPORT
George A. Fleming of the Invest-

Imer&st Pais! on lima S2ep&siU

DELICIOUS
EATABLES
FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert
ment and Agency corporation, reLeaventurned this afternoon from
worth, Kas., where he has been at- il
tending the D. A, MounDay land fraud
You ou$it to eat our
hearing. Mr. Fleming stated in regard to the report to the effect that
MounDay had filed a suit against
Senator T. B. Catron for a deed to
for breakfast
115,000 acres of land and $500,000
damages, that Charles Catron, a son
of T. B. Catron, denies that such a
sr.it has been filed m Santa Fe and
Fancy Cauliflower, Lettuce
that it is possible that the action
will not be docketed. ;
Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mr. Catron state, however, that
Mora Vegetables
papers in a suit had been drawn by
but
B.
MounDay against T.
Catron
Apples Galore, Cranberries
that up to the present date they had
not, been filed in Santa Fe.
.""tf
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THE. OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WA&.ON

"Virginia" Bacon

,

Old Fashioned Buckwheat
and Maple Syrup.
IS?

;
Las Vegas, N.' M.,
To the Stockholders or Komero Mining Company:
You are hereby notified that the an- nual meeting of the stockholders of
the Romero Mining Company will be
.held at the office of William Q. Hay- don In East Las Vega.N. M , November 2, 1913, at the hour of 10 a. m.
Same being the first Monday In November and the date fixed by the bylaws of said company for the annual
Said meeting is called to
meeting.
elect officers and directors for the
ensuing yes?r, and for such other business as may properly come before
f
said meeting
Respectfully yours,
II. C BE BACA. See'y.
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SUNDAY BASEBALL
Milwaukee, 9; Denver, 8.
Milwaukee wins series.

'

Coast League
San Francisco,
Oakland,
Portland,
Los, Angeles,
Venice, 6; Sacramento, 5.

7--

Gross, Kelly
0--

Sole Agents

& Go.

